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Abstract

Digital tranllmission and recording systems are often hampered by InterSymbol
Interference (ISI) and noise. These disturbances can be countered with equo.liza
tion methods. The simplest and most popular of these methods is the linear
equalizer (LE). Unfortunately, when the channel introduces amplitude distortion,
any LE must compromise between inverting the channel transfer function and
avoiding noise enhancement. The Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE) avoids noise
enhancement by making use of previous decisions in the detection of the current
symbol. Unfortunately, in doing so it eliminates a significant part of the useful
signal energy whenever severe ISI is present. Moreover decision errors may give
rise to error propagation. But nevertheless the DFE yields a better performance
than the LE.

In recent years an extension of the DFE has been devised which in theory
enables all useful signal energy to be exploited. This method, designated ISI
cancellation, uses a matched filter to optimize the predetection signal-to-noise
ratio. The ISI-canceller attempts to cancel the pre-cursive ISI which is introduced
by the matched filter. It does so by subtracting a replica of it which is synthesized
on the basis of preliminary decisions formed in a separate receiver. Post-cursive
ISI is again cancelled on the basis of the final decisions. Subject to the assumption
that error propagation can be neglected it has been shown that the performance
of the ISI-canceller can not be improved upon by any type of receiver. Simu
lations, however, have shown that the actual transmission quality often lags far
behind this estimate, though still improving on the DFE. The causes for this as
yet unexplained difFerence are investigated in this technical note. To this end,
principles of vector communication are applied to identify optimum receivers with
a given decoding delay, and it is shown that these receivers are in several instances
equivalent to the ISI-canceller. Performance estimates for these receivers indicate
that a restricted decoding delay severely restricts the performance of any receiver,
and hence also of the ISI-canceller. Simulations confirm this conclusion. These
findings motivate the derivation of a simple lower bound on the performance of
any receiver with a restricted decoding delay. When applied to the ISI-canceller,
this bound often results in much more realistic performance estimates than previ
ously available, as simulatiOllS for a broad category of channels confirm. Among
other insights, the bound also clarifies the important roles of coding and of using
minimum-phase system impulse responses.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Equalization

The increasing importance of digital systems is a major trend in information and
communication technology. Applications of digital representations of information are
many and increasing (e.g. speech, audio, video, satellite communications). They
include transmission, in which information is transported from place to place, but also
the storage of information as in digital magnetic and optical recording systems.

The information 8Ource, from which messages are transmitted as a sequence of
discrete elements, and the destination are usually separated in space. The channel is
the medium that bridges this distance. Regardless of its type, the channel degrades
the transmitted data sequence. For example, the effect of each symbol transmitted
over a band-Iimited channel may extend beyond the time interval used to represent
that symbol. The distortion caused by the resulting overlap of received symbols is
called intersymbol interference (ISI). Furthermore, noise can be introduced by nat
ural processes both internal and external to the system. When it is superimposed
on the information-bearing signal, the message may be partially corrupted or totally
obliterated. A brute-force method of combating noise is to increase the power of the
transmitted signal until this signal overwhelms the contaminations. But increasing
power is costly and may damage equipment [9], [45].

Although several other types of disturbance exist, ISI and noise are often predomi
nant and set fundamentallimits to the attainable transmission quality [9], [38]. Among
the methods to handle ISI and noise, equalization techniques play an important role
[25], [38], [41]. Until the sixties the word equalizer was used to describe a Iinear fil
ter that compensates for (equalizes) the nonideal frequency response of the channel.
Nowadays any constellation of one or more filters designed to mitigate the combined
effects of ISI and noise is called an equalizer.

In the next sections a brief historical perspective will be given concerning data
equalization. The emphasis will be put on the developments which concern this report.
For a more complete survey the reader is referred to the Iiterature [7], [26], [41].

1.2 Linear Equalization

Probably the oldest equalization technique involves the use of loading coils to improve
the frequency response of twisted-pair telephone Iines. In 1928 Nyquist laid the foun
dation for pulse transmission over band-limited analog channels [31]. His famous first
criterion for distortionless transmission showed that all ISI can be eliminated before
detection by means of an equalizing filter whose frequency response is roughly the
inverse of the one of the channel. Others showed that in single pulse transmission,
i.e. in the absence of ISI, noise can be optimally suppressed by a so-called matched
filter [25]. This name sterns from the fact that the impulse response of this filter is the
time-reversed version of the channel impulse response.

Although with the aid of these two techniques, ISI and noise could be suppressed
separately, it took a long time before in 1965 Tufts obtained the optimum linear receiver
for a noisy pulse-amplitude-modulation link [49], referred to as a linear equalizer (LE).
He showed that the optimum LE consists of the cascade of basically the two above
mentioned filters. The first filter matches the channel and has primarily the job of
minimizing the effects of noise. The second filter, a tapped delay-line or transversal
filter, serves to eliminate or minimize the IS!. While Tufts used a least mean-square
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error approach, others proved that this same structure is optimum for any reasonable
criterium of goodness \12].

Evidently the receiver structure of matched filter and transversal filter is generic to
pulse communication systems since it recurs throughout the literature. The underlying
reason is that the sampled outputs of the matched filter form a set of sufficient statistics
for estimation of the input sequence \14], \54]. This information-Iossless nature is
crucial to be able to make the transition of a continous-time to a discrete-time system
model. However, the noise samples at the output of a matched filter are generally
correlated. To remove this correlation without information loss, Forney introduced
the concept of the whitened matched filter \14]) in which the matched filter is followed
by a transversal filter dimensioned to whiten the noise. This filter plays an important
role in Viterbi-detection) as discussed in section l.S.

1.S Decision Feedback Equalization

When operating on highly dispersive channels) even the best LE may give rise to
a poor transmission quality due to the fact that in inverting the channel transfer
characteristics it inevitably enhances the noise. The most important attempts to
overcome this problem relate to a structure known as the decision feedback equalizer
(DFE). This equalizer makes use of the received signal as weil as of the reconstructed
data to form its final decisions. By subtracting a filtered version of the reconstructed
data from the received signal, it attempts to eliminate the influence of the previously
detected symbols. An additional prefilter is used to suppress ISI due to symbols that
have not yet been detected. 1 Because it only has to deal with this pre-cursive ISI)
the prefilter can devote more of its attention to the suppression of noise than the
LE can. This results in a better transmission quality. Monsen derived the optimum
DFE relative to a mean-square error (MSE) quality criterion \29]. Subsequently Price
derived the optimum DFE subject to the constraint that all ISI is completely eliminated
prior to detection) the so called zero-forcing mode of operation [35]. By deriving
a compact explicit form for the performance of the DFE he was able to show that
the DFE is always superior to the LE, particularly when the channel has nulls in its
frequency response. Salz has obtained similar results using an MSE-criterion. Here
the equalizer is not forced to eliminate all ISI, but is allowed to trade some of this
disturbance against noise [42]. The advantage of the DFE is that noise enhancement
is avoided. A disadvantage is that erroneous decisions tend to propagate because they
result in residual ISI and a reduced margin against noise for future decisions. Although
this error propagation process is difficult to analyze, theoretical considerations and
practical experience have shown that, on typîcal channels, error propagation is not
catastrophic and in fact degrades the achieved transmission quality only slighthly [4],
[11]. Many authors compared the performance of the LE and the DFE. Their results
showed the superiority of the DFE, slight for good channels, moderate for channels
with severe amplitude distortion and substantial for channels with spectral nulls in the
frequency response.

1Although cancellation of poat-cursive ISI ia a very old idea, the uae of thia prefilter was firat
auggeated by Auatin [31.
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1.4 Data-Aided Equalization

Optimum suppression of noise is only possible when the prefilter in the DFE structure
is allowed to introduce pre-cursive IS!. This ISI can inherently not be removed by a
feedback filter. It can, however, be dealt with by means of a so-called feedforward filter
which attempts to cancel pre-cursive ISI on the basis of tentative decisions produced by
an additional simple receiver. This way of dealing with pre-cursive ISI was proposed by
Proakis as early as in 1970 {371. The resulting receiver, which includes a feedback filter
to cancel post-cursive ISI, is referred to as an ISI-canceller or a data-aided equalizer.
lts fully 8edged version, including a prefilter to suppress the noise, has only recently
been proposed and elaborated [18}. When all ISI is eIiminated by the combined action
of the feedforward and feedback filters, the prefilter needs only to be concerned with
the suppression of noise and hence degenerates into a matched filter [181. Subject
to this rather naive assumption Mueller and Salz were able to derive the optimum
ISI-canceller relative to a mean-square measure of performance, and using feedforward
and feedback filters of an arbitrary given length [30}. Their results predict that the
ISI~cancellercan achieve a considerably better transmission quality than the DFE and
LE, particularly for channels with severe IS!. However, simulations that were carried
out by Wesolowski have indicated that the performance estimates of Mueller and Salz
are much too optimistic, and that in many instances the ISI-canceller even hardly
improves upon the DFE [52]. These results were confirmed and extended by Bergmans
and Wong [61. The reason for this discrepancy is the fact that erroneous preliminary
decisions, which propagate through the forward filter, are likely to cause decision
errors in the final detection stage. Therefore they will be of much more importance
to the performance of the ISI-canceller than erroneous final decisions, which lead to a
less disastrous form of error propagation. Untill now there is no theoretical analysis
available which includes the effect of error propagation through the forward filter.
Particularly for this reason, many questions are left about the precise merits of ISI
cancellation .

1.5 Maximum-Likelihood Sequence Detection

An alternative approach to attack noise and ISI is called maximum-Iikelihood sequence
detection. All equalizers described before form symbol-by-symbol estimates of the
input sequence. In contrast, a maximum-likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) forms
an estimate of the entire received sequence by maximizing the probability of detecting
the entire transmitted sequence correctly. The MLSD knows both the channel impulse
response and all possible sequences that could have been transmitted. Using this
knowiedge, it detects the data sequence which, after filtering by the channel impulse
response, most closely matches the received signaI. To this end, it needs to calculate
the a posteriori probabilities of all possible input sequences given the received sequence.
The complexity of this detection process grows exponentially with the length of the
transmitted message. This gigantic complexity can be lowered by the Viterbi-algorithm
[51J. This recursive algorithm, which was originally invented by Viterbi in 1967 to
decode convolutional codes, was recognized to enable an efficient implementation of
the MLSD when operating on the output of the whitened matched filter of section 1.2.
The use of the Viterbi-algorithm in this way was first described by Kobayashi 122],
Omura [32J and Forney [14]. Although maximum-likelihood sequence detection is the
most powerful reception method conceivable, for most realistic channels even simplified
versions of the Viterbi algorithm are still unacceptably complex.
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1.6 Organization of the Report

In chapter 2 the discrete-time models of the LE, DFE and ISI-canceller are presented.
The theoretical performances of the various equalizers are compared. The motivation
behind the research described in this report ends this chapter.

The theory of vector communication is introduced in chapter 3. For the partial
response channel F(D) = 1 - Danoptimum receiver with decoding delay 1 is derived
and compared with the ISI-canceller. Also receivers operating on channels with a larger
memory length are discussed. Simulation rèsults for channels with memory length 1
condude this chapter. In chapter 3, the decoding delay of a receiver is recognized to
be an important measure for the performance of receivers.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the derivation of a new lower bound which involves the
decoding delay of the receiver. A comparison is made with previous lower bounds and
examples are presented. The importance of minimum.phase channels is demonstrated
and especially elaborated for a dass of digital magnetic recording channels.

In chapter 5 some methods are discussed which can improve the performance of
a transmission system. Receivers with a large decoding delay, coding of the input
symbols and an adapted detector structure are considered successively.

The condusions are drawn in chapter 6.
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2 Discrete-Time Models Dsed for Data Equalization

2.1 Introduction

To give an idea of the problem which was studied in this research project, a more
detailed discussion of the principles briefly mentioned in chapter 1 is necessary. First
a general model of a digital data transmission system will be described. After making
the transition from a continuous-time to a discrete-time model, extensive attention
will be paid to the characteristics of the channel and the receiver. Particularly the
assumptions which will be used throughout the report will be discussed.

Hereafter the used models of the various equalizers (LE, DFE and cancelIer) will be
presented. Because suppression of all ISI is assumed, only noise is left after equaliza
tion. So the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) available for detection will be a good measure
for the performance of the equalizer.

After discussing the cancelIer, there will be many questions left about its perfor
mance and precise operation. These questions gave rise to the research that has been
carried out. A motivation and description of the project concludes this chapter.

2.2 Data Transmission System

2.2.1 Continuous-Time Model

A general model of a digital data transmission system is given in figure 1. The source
generates data sequences which are transmitted through the channel to the destina
tion. The channel can have many different forms such as a pair of wires, a coaxiable
cabie, a radio wave, an optical fiber or a laser beam. Regardless of his type every
channel introduces impairments. The two basic ones are noise and intersymbol in
terference (ISI). The transmitter processes the input signal for efficient transmission
across the channel. The most important operation is modulation through which the
signal characteristics are matched to the channel characteristics. Similarly demodula
tion has to take place at the receiving end. The receiver operates on the output signal
of the channel and tries to reconstruct the undisturbed signal to get an estimate of the
transmitted message.

Because the operation of a pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) system is much
more easily to describe in a time-discrete model, this transition will be made. That
a continous-time system can be transposed into a discrete-time model without loss of
generality was described by Forney [14].

r-----'
I

I noise I

I interference I
I I
L .1

n(t)

~a . si(t)
~Itransmltter - channel

r(t)~a ..
--~-destmatlOn

Figure 1: General model of a data transmission system.
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Figure 2: Discrete-time data transmission system.

2.2.2 Discrete-Time Model

In figure 2 a discrete-time representation of a pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)
system is depicted. In this model the channel includes the effects of the modulator,
demodulator and the transmission medium.

A data sequence {ak} consisting of independent uniformly distributed binary digits
drawn from the alphabet {-I, +I} is applied to the channel having impulse response
Uk}. In the following it will be assumed that the channel is physically realizable and
consequently has a causal impulse response Ik i.e.,

Ik =0, k < O. (1)

Furthermore, every pure signal delay occurring in the channel will be left out of con
sideration, so the influence of the symbol ak comes for the first time to expression in
the received signal rk at moment k, i.e.

10 #- o. (2)

Now the first sample 10 can be interpreted as the attentuation of the inputsymbol,
while the tail of this response, ft, ... ,h can be interpreted as accounting for the
interference between adjacent symbols. Here L denotes the memory length of the
channel. This length can vary from 0 for nondispersive channels to about 12 for high
density magnetic recording channels. As was said before, only attention will be paid to
noise and ISI and not to e.g. parameter variations or non-linearities, so moreover the
assumption will be made that Ik is a fixed and known response. After ak is disturbed
by ISI, white Gaussian noise is superimposed.

The received signal rk can now be described as

L

rk = L ak-i/i + nk,
i=O

(3)

(4)

in which nk is a white Gaussian noise sequence having variance (12. Equation (3) can
be rewritten as

L

rk = aklo + L ak-i/i + nk,
i=l

in which aklo is the desired signal component since it can be used to identify the
transmitted data symbol ak. The last term is the additive noise, while the middle
term describes the interference from other symbols.

The receiver operating on the received symbols rk has to suppress these distur
bances as weU as possible and to reconstruct the original input sequence ak. The two
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parts of the receiver used in this report are a data-equalizer and a detector. The data
equalizer tries to compensate for the nonideal frequency response characteristic of the
channeJ having knowledge of the channel impulse response. To fulfill this task often a
decoding-delay D greater than 0 is necessary. This means that when at the moment
k, Ok is input to the channeJ, the equalizer produces an estimate of the inputsymboJ
Ok-D which was sent D time-instants before moment k. An estimate of a symbol Ok

is denoted by ak and the decision based on this variabie by eik. When preliminary as
weIl as fiDal estimates aDd decisions are produced, they will be denoted by ak, eik and
ak , äk respectively. So at moment k the detector takes a decision eik- D about Ok-Do

Subject to these assumptions it foJlows from equation (3) that a useful signal energy

(5)

(6)

is received per transmitted symbol. Dependent on the noise power this signal energy
will be a good measure for the performance of a communication system. From equa
tions (3) and (5) it is clear that the input signalof the receiver has a signal-to-noise
ratio

SN R = Eb = 2:f=o ti
(72 (72

Besides this SN R at the input of the receiver, one can distinguish a pre-detection
SN RDET which gives the signal-to-noise ratio before detection. For the optimum
receiver these are often identical, as will be shown later.

The bit-error probability can be defined as

(7)

which the receiver tries to minimize. Before the performance of the various equalizers
will be explained in respect to this error probability, first something more will be said
about the optimum performance attainable.

2.3 The Matched-Filter Bound

To detect optimally the receiver should invoke all the useful signal energy Eb in the
detectioD process to get the best possible SNRDET' In practice this is not possible with
the reJatively simple receivers that are normally used. Not even the highly complicated
maximum Jikelihood receiver, which is the most powerful receiver conceivable, is always
capabJe of achieving this ideal. From equation (6) it foJlows that this hypothetical
receiver would achieve a pre-detection signal to noise ratio

(8)

The subscript M Fis used because the filter which optimizes the SNRis the matched
filter [451, [9]. The corresponding bit error probability is

P,,(MF) =Q(VSNRMF) =Q(~ , (9)
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10

Figure 3: Transversal filter.
white

Gaussian
noise

nk

linear äk ,bit-by-bit ak
I----r----.i equalizer f------...-t

Wk I detector

Figure 4: Linear equalizer.

where Q(.) is the Q-function, defined as

1 100

=..f!..Q(o:) = . ~._- e 2 df3.
v211" Q

(10)

The performance achieved by this hypothetical receiver is referred to as the matched
filter bound (MFB). It is, as argued before, a lower bound on the error-probability.
This means that for a fixed SNR this bound gives the error probability which can
certainly not be improved upon by any type of receiver. On the contrary, when a
system is designed to have a fixed error probability, the bound gives the minimum
SNR that has to be used. The performance of the LE, DFE and cancelIer often lags
far behind the MFB, as will be shown in the next sections.

2.4 Linear Equalizer

The linear filter most often used for equalization is the transversal filter shown in
figure 3. In such an equalizer, the current and past values of the received signal are
linearly weigthed by equalizer coefficients {wil (tap gains) and summed to produce
the output. T is a decoding delay of one symbol-interval.

Two criteria have found widespread use for optimizing the equalizer coefficients.
One is the peak distortion criterion in which the ISI at the output of the equalizer is
minimized in the Ll-sense. The other is the mean square error (MSE) criterium in
which the mean square value of the difference between the symbol before detection
and the transmitted symbol is minimized.

To get an idea of the performance of a linear equalizer a complete elimination of
the ISI is assumed. To this end it is according to Nyquist's first criterion necessary
that the channel and the equalizer have an overall transfer function of 1 [31]. Ir F(z)
denotes the z- transform of fA:, the transfer function W (z) of the equalizer has to equal
F-1(z) (see figure 4).
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Figure 5: Decision feedba.ck equa.lizer.

The signa.l to noise ra.tio of the linea.r equa.lizer becomes

1
SNRLE = 2 1 dz .

fT /lzl=1 IF(z)I'-;-

It can be observed that if F(z) possesses any zeros, the integrand becomes infinite
and SNRLE goes to zero. In other words, the performance of the equalizer is poor
whenever the channel transfer characteristic possesses nulls or takes on small values.
This behaviour occurs because the equa.lizer, in suppressing the ISI, enhances the
additive noise.

2.5 DeCÎsion Feedback Equalizer

A simple nonlinea.r receiver, which is pa.rticula.rly useful for cha.nnels with severe a.m
plitude distortion, uses detision feedba.ck to elimina.te the interference from symbols
which ha.ve already been detected. Figure 5 shows such a. decision feedback equalizer
(DFE).

The equa.lized signa.1 ak is the sum of the received signal rk and a. feedba.ck signa.l.
Decisions made on the basis of the equalized signal are fed back by a feedback filter
(FBF). The basic idea. is that if the values of the symbols a.lready detected are known
(past decisions a.re assumed correct) then the ISI contributed by these symbols ca.n be
cancelled exa.ctly. This means tha.t the response qk of the feedba.ck filter has to be a
copy of the ta.il of the cha.nnel impulse response:

qk = Ik, 1:::; k:::; L. (12)

From figure 5 it is clea.r that the sequence of decision-va.riables ca.n be written as

L

ak = rk - LOk-di,
i=1

(13)

where the last term is the copy of the postcursive ISI synthesized by the FBF. With
the earlier assumption tha.t a.ll previously detected symbols a.re correct a.nd using equa
tion (4), ak assumes the simple form

(14)
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The detector bases its decisions ale upon the signal aA; which because of equation (14)
has a signal-to-noise ratio

1,2
SNRDFE = .Q.

0- 2

The corresponding error probability becornes

(15)

(16)

Note that since the output of the feedback filter is a weighted sum of noise-free past
decisions, the feedback path does not contribute any noise to the detector input signa!.

IC the channel is very dispersive (e.g. in high density recording) the cancelled com
ponents !I, . .. ,h have significant magnitudes, so the SN RDFE is distinctly smaller
than SN RMF as given by equation (8). In such cases the DFE fails to come close
to the MFB in performance, and more powerful receivers are needed to get a better
performance.

The advantage of the DFE over the LE is that noise enhancement can be avoided.
On the other hand, because it uses decisions already taken, it is possible that a decision
error gives rise to a burst of errors so that the performance will degraded relative to
the ideal DFE (for which all past decisions are by definition correct). Fortunately, this
so-called error propagation is not catastrophic. On typical channels, errors occur in
short bursts that degrade performance only sligthly.

To ensure a minimum loss of useful signal energy, the channel impulse response
should have minimum-phase, because such responses have their energy optimally con
centrated near the time-origin. So when a channel has no minimum-phase, phase
equalization has to be applied by an additional prefilter. This does not affect the
amplitude-frequency characteristic of the channel. It will turn out that one of the
results of this project is why minimum-phase responses give rise to such a good per
formance.

2.6 Data-Aided Equalizer

In respect to the LE the DFE had a better pre-detection signal-to-noise ratio when the
channel was dispersive. As is well-known from literature this SNR can be optimized
by using a matched filter, which has the time-reversed impulse response of the filter
it is matched t~. However by making use of such a filter two other problems emerge.
The first is not really relevant because it does not alter the signal structure. Since
all filters have to be causal, the matched filter introduces a decoding-delay equal to
the memorylength of the channel. The second problem is much more troublesome to
handle. There is no longer question of only post-cursive ISI but also of pre-cursive IS!.

The concept of feedback of past data decisions to cancel ISI can be extended to
include future data symbols. IC all past and future data symbols were known to the
receiver, then given perfect knowledge of the ISI structure, all ISI could be cancelled
exactly without any noise enhancement. Such a hypothetical receiver could, there
fore, achieve the matched-filter bound. In practice the concept of decision-aided ISI
cancellation can be implemented as shown in figure 6.

From this figure it can be easily seen that the received signal rA; can be described
as

(17)
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Figure 6: CancelIer .

The received signal rk is fed into a receiver consisting of three main parts which combat
noise, pre-cursive and post-cursive ISI, respectively.

The filter which suppresses noise as much as possible is of course a matched filter.
This filter introduces a finite delay L (so in this case D = L). To remove pre-cursive
ISI, a simple receiver has to produce preliminary decisions ak. Often a DFE is used for
this purpose. These decisions are red through a feedforward filter (FFF). The feedback
filter (FBF) filters the final decisions to eliminate the postcursive IS!.

The impulse responses Pk and qk of the feedforward filter and the feedback filter I

respectively, must satisfy the condition:

Pk = Rk, -L ~ k ~ -1,
qk = Rk, 1 ~ k ~ L,

in which Rk represents the channel auto-correlation funtion i.e.

(18)

(19)

and where U-h ~ I -k for all k. In practical situations the FFF and FBF have
different lengths, NI and N2 respectively. Now the decision variabie ak can be written
as follows:

(20)

(21)

where the second term in the right hand side is a copy of the pre-cursive ISI, and the
third one is a copy of the post-cursive IS!. Under the assumption that all detected
symbols are correct and using equation (4), ak becomes

L L
ak = ak L I: +L l,nH"

k=O ,=0

The corresponding predection SNR equals

~f=ol: Eb
SNRcANC = 2 = % = SNRMF,

0' 0'

so that

Po,(CANC) '" Q (y'SN !iMF) = Q ( J?i)
(22)

(23)
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This is an overly optimistic performance estimate, because in practice there will be
erroneous decisions. Just as with the DFE the final decisions can be wrong, but
moreover the preliminary decisions could be wrong. The latter problem is much more
significant because every erroneous preliminary decision is likely to cause an erroneous
final decision, 80 that the actual performance of the cancelIer is strongly (or even
mainly) determined by the performance of the simple receiver. Both can give rise to
an error propagation process by which the performance wiJl degradade in comparison
with the hypothetical MFB. Nevertheless, simulations performed for a practical can
celler showed a significant performance improvement over the DFE for all channels
which predominantly give rise to single bit errors. In contrast, channels which cause
strongly correlated error sequences to arise, appear to be essentially unsuitable for the
application of the cancelIer [6]. Contradicting the existing asymptotic predictions, the
cancelIer consistently lags behind the Viterbi detector in performance [18], [30].

As can seen from equations (15) and (22) it is necessary that the tail of the channel
impulse response should have relatively large values as compared to /0, to ensure a
better performance than the DFE.

2.7 Motivation of Research

Since about 1960 engineers have been seeking for new techniques to combat noise and
ISI in data transmission systems. For most techniques a good performance is coupled to
a high complexity and conversely. On the one hand maximum likelihood receivers using
the Viterbi algorithm offer the best performance possible, but require an impractically
high complexity when the channel is very dispersive. On the other hand the relatively
simple equalizers (LE and DFE) perform poorly for such channels. It took till 1970
before the principles of cancellation for data transmission system were invented. By
making use of a matched filter the noise can be suppressed optimally. Provided that
all ISI is removed this leads to an error probability similar to the optimum one in case
only one symbol were transmitted. In this case the probability of error would be the
same as if only one such symbol was transmitted in isolation. In that case this receiver
would yield the best possible error probability Pbe(MF).

But in fact the idea of data-aided equalization is rather strange: how can a decision
about a future data-symbol improve the performance? When all preliminary decisions
are assumed to be correct it is not necessary to do anything more. But the assumption
made for the ideal cancelIer (i.e. that all decisions used to cancel ISI are correct) is
of course a wrong one. By making use of erroneous preliminary decisions, it should
be expected that the net performance would lag far behind the Pbe(MF). Simulations
with a canceller showed that its performance would lay between the DFE and the
Viterbi detector. The only reasonable explanation can be that when an erroneous
preliminary decision is made in the first stage of the cancelIer , this will not always
cause a wrong final decision in the second stage. So the critical question regarding
data-aided equalization regards the effect of erroneous preliminary decision on the
final error probability of the receiver.

In the few papers in which the principles of data-aided equalization were described,
this problem was bypassed by assuming all tentative decisions to be correct. The aim
of this project is first to derive bounds on the performance of a practical cancelIer (for
which preliminary decisions can be erroneous) and second to gain insight of the precise
operation of the cancelIer and the principles of data-aided equalization.
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3 A Geometrie Approach to Data Equalization

3.1 Introduction

The main aim of this project is into gain insight to the operation of the cancelIer. Of
course this can be done by analyzing the error propagation process as a function of
the signal-to-noise ratio available for detection. In the project a completely different
approach bas been selected to attack this problem. The best possible receiver which
is making use of symbol-by-symboI decisions is derived. Hereby it maybe aIso possible
to understand the precise operation of the canceller.

To do so, use is made of the principles of the vector communication theory devel
oped by Wozencraft and Jacobs [54]. Their key to analyzing communication systems
such as shown in figure 1 is to find a way to replace all waveforms by finite dimen
sional vectors. In appendix A the most important principles of their theory, necessary
to understand the following, are copied. In this a N-dimensional vector communication
system is introduced for which the optimum receiver is derived. This optimum receiver
can be obtained by maximizing the a posteriori probabilities of a received sequence.

In the derivation of the N-dimensional optimum receiver it is necessary to assume
that the noise power is smalI. In the previous chapter it was shown that the can
celler makes use of feedback of final decisions which are assumed to be correct. This
assumption will also be made for the optimum receiver. The necessity, validity and
influence of these two assumptions wiJl be discussed. In correspondence herewith an
N-dimensional optimum receiver is now defined as:

Definition

An N-dimensional (N-D) optimum receiver is a receiver which is optimum for a N
dimensional vector communication system in which faultless decision feedback is used
and the noisepower is almost zero [54].

It is instructive to consider first the most simple case in which the channel has a
memorylength L = 1. Then the channel impulse response Ik can be denoted by its
L'-transform

F(L') = 1 + aL' (24)

in which a is a parameter which determines the amplitude of the interfering symboI.
First the bipolar partial response for which a = -} is considered. For this specific
channel impulse response the 2-D optimum receiver will be derived. For this case the
theoretical derivation is then followed by the description of a practical implementation,
whereas in the case of the canceller it goes the other way round. Hereafter the fairly
simple extension to an M-ary input alphabet is made. Returning to a binary input,
the case is next considered in which a randomly chosen channel impulse reponse with
memory length L = 1 is used.

With the theory developed, although still applicable, it is quite difficuit to derive
an L-D optimum receiver with L > 2. For that reason only an outline of discussion
is given of this situation. By comparing the operation and performance of the 2-D
optimum receiver and the cancelIer, it becomes possible to say something, although
not extensively motivated, about the principles of data-aided equalization. With regard
to the theoretical results, simulations are done to verify them. It appears that there
is a gap between the expectations and the simulations. A section with the conclusions
ends this chapter.
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2·0 optimum receiver

Figure 7: 2-0 optimum receiver operating on a channel having impulse response
F(C) = 1 - C.

3.2 Channel Impulse Response F(D) = 1 - D

3.2.1 DerivatioD of 2-D Optimum Receiver

Theory

Suppose ale is to be detected. For the detector I it is obvious is to look to the received
datasymbols in which ale is involved, viz. rle and rle+l:

ale - ale-l + nle,

ale+l - ale + nle+l·

(25)
(26)

In rle, ale is the desired symbol, while in rle+l, ale is the interference. By applying
decision feedback, it is possible to remove the inftuence of ale-l from rle. This gives a
decision variabie ale only disturbed by a noise component nle.

ale rle - (-ale-I)

= ale + (ale - 1 - ale-I) + nle

ale + nle,

wherein the important assumption is made that the past decision is correct:

(27)

(28)

Because the moment when an erroneous decision is first taken is more interesting than
the length of the burst which is caused by this error, this assumption is in general
reasonable. In rk+l also information of ale is contained. In this received symbol it is
unfortunately not possible to remove the inftuence of ak+ll because at the moment k
no decision is yet available about that symbol. So the 2-0 optimum detector has to
make a decision about ale with the knowledge of ale and rk+ll as shown in figure 7.

DecisioD RegioDs

Consider the two-dimensional space of vectors (ab rk+d. These vectors can be re
garded as signals disturbed by noise vectors (nb nk+I). The noise components are
statistically independent. Moreover it is assumed that they are zero-mean, Gaussian
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional plane with the four possible signal vectors.

§.U -1 -1 -1 I 0
§.l -1 +1 -1 +2
§."l +1 -1 +1 -2
-s- - -_.-_. ---- ---
§. +1 +1 +1 0

Table 1: Four possible signal vectors.

random variables, each with variance 0'2 (see figure 8). Horizontally the decision
variabie ale is plotted. Nominally, i.e. in the absence of noise and error propagation,
ale is a two-Ievel signal, ale E {-I, +I}. The received symbol rle+l is plotted along the
vertical axis and is nominally a three-level signal, rlc E {-2,0, +2}. The corresponding
signal vectors {il, i E {O,I,2,3}, are shown in table 1, from which it can be seen
that the signal vectors §.O and §.1 are caused by an input ale = -1, and §.2 and §.3 by
ale = +1. So when there is no noise, which will be assumed to derive the optimum
receiver, these four points should be received exactly.

The optimum decision rule in the case of four signal vectors would be to assign
a received vector e to i if and only if e is doser to the vector i than to any other
possible signal vector. This rule would imply a partitioning of the entire plane into
Cour disjoint regions r, i E {O, 1,2,3l, which are called optimum decision regions. But
because §.o and §.1 give rise to the same decision about ale (the same can be said about
§.2 and §.3):

{

sO si ~ a =-1
_p assigned to - , -- Ic

§.2,§.3 ==> ale = +1

the region in which ale = -1 (ale = +1) is the union of the regions JO and [i (12 and
[3) as can be seen in figure 9. The boundary of these two decision regions is called a
decision line. The decision line which divides the (ale, rk+t}-plane in two parts is:

(30)
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Figure 9: Decision -Hne and -regions for a 2-0 optimum receiver operating on a channel
having impulse response F(I)) == 1 - 1).

in which 'sgn' denotes the 'sgn-function',

{
+1

sgn(x) == -1: x ~ 0,
x < O.

(31)

From equation 29 it is c1ear that the foJlowing decisions have to he taken:

rHl ~ äk + sgn(éik) <===} àk == -1

rHl < äk+ sgn(äk) <===} ak == +1

(32)

(33)

The decision rule of the 2·0 optimum receiver operating on a channel having impulse
response F(I)) = 1 - I) thus hecomes:

lak == sgn(éik - rHl + sgn[éik]) I
--~~-~-~---,-,-----

(34)

Untill now it was assumed that the noisepower is zero. By this assumption it was
easy to derive the decision regions. But what can he said when the SNR is finite?
In the presence of noise the distrihution of the received signal vector e will have a
circular shape around the four possihle signal vectors with a radius dependent on
the noise power. Then it wiJl he no Jonger valid that the two decision regions, for
which ak = -1 and ak = +1, are simply the union of the regions derived for four
signal vectors. With the theory descrihed in appendix A it is still possihle to derive
the decision rule. It turns out that the decision line consists no longer of three line
segments, hut is a curve approximating the decision Hne derived for the case in which
no noise was present. For reasonahle SNR's the decision line does not differ much from
the decision line for which was assumed the SNR is infinite.

Implementation

After deriving the 2-0 optimum receiver the question arises if there exists a simple
practical implementation. From figure 9 and equation (34) it can he easily seen that
this is indeed the case.
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Figure 10: Implementation of 2-0 optimum receiver operating on a channel having
impulse response F(D) = 1 - D.

The detector of figure 10 determines the sign of the decision variabie ak and adds it
to the decision variabie. Before a decision can be taken, rHI has to be subtracted. Now
that the 2-0 optimum receiver is derived and a practical implementation is described,
it is interesting to investigate how the cancelIer operates for the same channel and
which decision rules.

3.2.2 Analysis of CancelIer

Implementation

Whereas in the case of the 2-0 optimum receiver an implementation could be given
after the derivation, the implementation of the cancelIer is prescribed (see figure 11).
By making use of the matched filter with impulse response ft-k, pre-cursive 151 is
introduced and the output of the matched filter becomes:

(35)

The post-cursive 151, ak-l> can be removed by means offeedback ofthe earlier detected
symbol Ok-I' To remove the precursive 151, aH}, a simple receiver taking preliminary
decisions has to be used. Often a OFE is used to this end.

It is worthwhile to notice the similarity between the cancelIer and the 2-0 opti
mum receiver at this point. The matched filter also introduces a delay of 1 symbol
interval, while the bit-by-bit detector also has ak and rHI at his disposal, because
feedback removes the influence of ak-I in rk. It seems that the cancelIer uses the same
information as the 2-0 optimum receiver.

Decision Regions

To make a decision about ak it is necessary to have rk and rHI available. Except for
the assumption that the previous final decision is correct it is also assumed that the
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Figure 11: Implementation of cancelIer operating on the channel having impulse re
sponse F(D) = 1 - D.

previous preliminary decision is correct:

(36)
(37)

To obtain insight in the start of the first error event, these two assumptions are rea
sonable. In respect to the ideal cancelIer (all 151 is removed) in which it is assumed
that the succeeding preliminary decision êlHI is correct, equation (37) is less tight.
The decision variabie on which the detector bases its decision becomes for the ideal
cancelIer:

ak = (-rHI + rk) - (-êlk+tl - (-eh-d

(-aHI + ak - nHtl + (ak - ak-l + '"kl + 1Îk+1 + eh-l

(êlk+l - aHd + 2ak + (ak- l - ak-d - nHI + nk

2ak - nHI + nk. (38)

From this equation it is c1ear that àk is a good estimate of ak. However for deriving
the decision regions it is better to write àk in an other way:

(-rHI + rk) - (-êlHd - (-ak- l )

(rk + ak-l) - rHI + êlHI

(ak - ak-l + ak-l + nk) - rk+l + sgn(ak+l)

ak - rHI + sgn(rHI + êlk)
ak - rHI + sgn(rk+l + sgn(ak))' (39)

(40)

The decision rule of the cancelIer operating on a channel having impulse response
F(D) = 1 - D hence becomes:

[-eik = sgn(ak - rHI + sg~;:~~-;;n(ak)f)]
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Figure 12: First decision cancelIer.

To make a final decision about ak the cancelIer has to make three decisions. On the
contrary the 2-D optimum receiver makes two. For eliminating the pre-cursive ISI
first a decision has to be taken about ak. With the so-obtained ak it is possible to
make an decision about aHl. Hereafter a final decision is made to obtain ak. Now
byelaborating every step of this procedure the division into decision regions can be
explained more thoroughly.

First Decision

The receiver makes a decision about (ik as

(41)

In this way the plane is subdivided into two parts, which can be seen in figure 12.

Second Decision

With the aid of the first decision it is possible to make an estimate of the precursive
ISI aHl:

rHl - (-ak)

rk+l + ak ·

Now depending on ak , a decision is made about ak+l :

(42)

{+1, rk+l 2: +1,
-1, rk+l < +1.

(43)

{+1, rHl 2: -1,
-1, rHl<-l.

In figure 13 it can be seen that each of the two parts of the plane, obtained in the
first decision, is again subdivided, so four parts are left (the previous decision line is
indicated with a thin fine).
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•

ak = +1
ak+ l = +1

ak = +1
aHl = -1

Figure 13: Second decision canceller.

Third Decision

The last and final decision is taken about ak on the basis of äk :

ak = (-rHl + rk) + ak+! + ak- l

= (rk + ak+d - rHl + aHl

ak - rk+l + aHl . (44)

Because in the second step of the procedure aHl has been determined, the final decision
and the corresponding partition in the (ak, rk+l)-plane can be made:

aH 1 = -1 =:::::} ak = sgn(ak - rk+l - 1) = {+1, rHl ~ ak - 1,
-1, rHl > ak - 1.

(45)

aHl = + 1 =:::::} ak = sgn(ak - rk+l + 1) = {+1, rHl ~ ak + 1,
-1, rHl > ak + 1.

While up till now every part was subdivided into two new parts, in this case the upper
left and lower-right corner are not subdivided any more (see figure 14). In these two
areas it is of no importance which value ak+l takes on. The two final decision regions
which are determined by equation (45) looks as in figure 15. It strikes the eye that the
decision line of the canceller corresponds with the one of the 2-D optimum receiver.
Apparently, the two at first sight different equations give rise to the same decision
regions. The proof of the similarity of both equations is given in appendix C. So when
the assumptions are correct the performance of both receivers should be exactly the
same.

3.2.3 M-ary Alphabet

Up till now (and also in the sequel) the assumption is made that the data sequence ak

consists of independent uniformly distributed binary digits drawn from the alphabet
{-I, +1}. In this subsection a small excursion will be made to M-ary data sequences
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ak = +1
a Hl = +1
ak = -1

ak = -1
aHl = +1
eh = -1

ak =-1
aHl = -1
ak = -1

•

ak =-1
ak+ l = -1
ak = +1

•

ak = +1
aHl = +1

ak = +1

ak = +1
aHl = -1
ak = +1

Figure 14: Third decision cancelIer.

Figure 15: Decision -line and -regions of a cancelIer operating on a channel having
impulse response F(J)) = 1 - J).
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with
M even
M odd

==> ak E {±1, ±3, ,±(M - I)}
==> ak E {O, ±2, , ±(M - I)}

(46)

to show that the theory explained hefore can he easily extended.
By using a M-ary alphahet, äk will hecome an M-ary signal and rHI a (2M - 1)

level signaI. In the (äk , rHd-plane there will he M decision regions (and of course
M - 1 decision lines). For this reason, it is not possihle hy just having a look to
the figure to write down the decision rule. Resort must now he taken to coordinate
transformations. In appendix D.2.1 it is shown that the decision rule of the 2-D
optimum receiver hecomes:

where fM(X) is a hard limiting function

(47)

x

x

{

M-l,
x,

-(M - 1),

> (M - 1),
lxi < (M - 1),

< -(M - 1),
(48)

and q(x) is a uniform M-Ievel quantizing function:

{

(M - 1),
q(x) ~ V, 2(V - 1)

-(M - 1),

where V is determined depending on M as:

x ~

~ x <
x <

2(M - 2),
2(V + 1),

-2(M - 2),
(49)

M even
M odd

==> V E {±1, ±3, , ±(M - 3)}
==> V E {O, ±2, , ±(M - 3)}

(50)

The implementation of this decisionrule is given in figure 16.
The decision rule of the cancelIer is a straightforward extension of the two-Ievel case

(see figure 17). The only difference with the hinary case is that it no longer involves
the use of two-Ievel quantizers, hut rather of M-Ievel quantizers (appendix D.2.2):

(51)

3.3 Channel Impulse Response with F(D) = 1 + fi.D

The techniques for deriving the decision regions with an arhritary value of ~ are the
same for ~ = -1. For the 2-D optimum receiver a similar derivation can he made while
for the cancelIer starting from the practical implementation, the various decisions can
he traced to uncover the decision regions. In figure 18 three examples are shown with
~ = - ~, -1, - 2 for which the full derivation of the decision Iines and regions is given
in appendix D.3.1. From this picture it can he seen that only in the case ~ = -1,
which was studied hefore, the decision regions are the same. In general this will he
so only for ~ = 0 and ~ = -1 (and hecause of duality also for ~ = +1). While the
decision rule in the case of ~ = -1 could easily he given, in the cases of fi. = - ~

and fi. = -2 it is more difficult to write down this equation. For this reason, it is
not immediately dear what a practical implementation looks like. In appendix D.3 is
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~)
M-Ievel ak

quantizer f---.--
q(x)

Figure 16: 2-0 optimum receiver operating on a channel having impulse response
F(D) = 1 - D and a M-ary input alphabet.

rHl aHl M-Ieyel aH~
---,,---------.1+ __ quantlzer 1-- a

q(x)

T

-~-kM-level ak
I-----~+ quantizer 1----.---.( b

- q(x)

Figure 17: (a) DFE and (b) cancelIer operating on a channel having impulse response
F(D) = 1 - D and a M-ary input alphabet.
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Figure 18: Oecision -lines and -regions of the 2·0 optimum receiver and cancelIer
operating on a channel having impulse response F(D) = 1 + ~D for three different
values of ~.
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shown how by making use of co-ordinate transformations a decision rule can be found.
With the aid of a hard limiting function IA (x),

-~(1 + t:,. + ~2),

-~(1 + ~ + t:,.2),

~(1 + ~ + ~2),

(52)

it turns out that for a channel with channel impulse response F(D) = 1 + ~D the
decision rule becomes

(53)

for the optimum receiver and

(54)

for the cancelIer .

3.4 Channels with a Large Memory Length

Just as in the case L = 1 one can try to derive the optimum receiver for L > 1. For a
memory length L a detector detecting äk should have

(55)

available in which symbol ak is involved. By applying feedback, feeding ak through
a transversal filter which contains the tail h, /2, ... ,h of the channel impulse re
sponse, it is possible to remove the inftuence of the already detected symbols from
rk+i, i E {O ... , L}. However in rHi there still remain i symbols whose inftuence can
not removed because at the moment kthere are no decisions about the symbols avail
able. So the L-O optimum receiver has to make a decision about ak with the knowledge
of the L + 1 "cleaned-up" symbols rk+i' The theory to derive this receiver is just a
straightforward extension of the principles discussed in section 3.3 for channels with
memory length L = 1. Now there are 2L signal vectors present in an L-dimensional
signal space. The decision rule is however still the same: assign a received vector e
to the closest signal-vector. Because again half of the signal vectors is caused by the
input symbol ak = -1 and the other half by ak = +1, the signal space has to be
divided into two disjoint spaces by one decision hyperplane (similar to the decision
line in the two-dimensional case). While in the two-dimensional case this rule can be
derived geometrically, in the 1.dimensional case this is almost impossible and com
puterprograms are necessary. The aim to get an implementation of a 1.0 optimum
receiver to compare it with the cancelIer is not easily reached.

With the theory of section 3.6 in mind an implementation of the cancelIer is found
directly. The coefficients of the feedforward and feedback filter have to equal the ofl'·
zero values of the sampled channel autocorrelation function. To get a preliminary
decision äk+L, a DFE with a FBF containing the tail of the channel impulse response
is used. Although this implementation is easy to describe, it is difficult to analyze
which decision ruIe the cancelIer uses. So no judgement can be made about the extent
to which it approximates the performance of the 1.0 optimum receiver. Except for
a few philosophic contemplations, which will be forwarded in the next section, no
investigations have been made with regard to the 1.0 optimum receiver.
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d = f(ä le + rlc+d

= f([ale + nleJ + [ale+1 - ale + nle+1])

=f([ale+1 + nlc+ll + nle)

d = sgn(rle+1 - [-ale])

= sgn([alc+l - ale + nlel + ale)

= sgn([alc+l + nlc+lJ + [ale - ale])

Figure 19: Parts of 2-0 optimum receiver (a) and canceller(b) which are concerned
with the elimination of pre-cursive IS!.

3.5 Philosophy behind Operation of the L-D Optimum Receiver

Upon a closer look to the decision rules as wen as to the implementations of both the
2-0 optimum receiver and the cancelIer there is a notabie similarity. For example the
decision rule used by both receivers is of the form

(56)

where d stands for the extra information the quantizer making the final decision has
available. The parts of each receiver which are responsible for constructing d are shown
in figure 19 (for a binary alphabet). Although they are different, their inftuence on
the final decision ale is equal because the decision rules of both types of receivers are
exactly the same as was shown.

In the L-dimensional case the difference between the L-O optimum receiver and
the cancelIer concerns most probably also the extra information the final quantizer has
available to take the final decision. To state it in another way the post-cursive ISI is
dealt by both receivers in the same way, whereas the treatment of the precursive ISI
is different.

In the case of the cancelIer a OFE operating on rlc+L, delivers a decision about alc+L,

which is fed through a FFF to make a copy of the precursive ISI alc+i, i E {I, ... , L}.
About the operation of the L-O optimum receiver one can only philosophize.

The 'cleaned-up' versions of rlc+i, i E {I, ... , L} are available. Where combinations
of these symbols are fed into one or more hard limiting devices, the same principle as
in the 2-dimensional case will appear. Because such a device makes no hard decisions
as an M-Ievel quantizer does (which has only M levels available) the amount of in
formation is greater. Perhaps the performance of the L-O optimum receiver and the
cancelIer will diverge much more for this reason than in the case where L = 2.

Up till now the idea of the operation of a cancelIer was mainly based on conceptual
arguments, viz. that by making preliminary decisions the precursive ISI could be
removed. By the derivation of the 2-0 optimum receiver more insight was gained into
the precise operation of the ISI-canceller principles. The first philosophic explanation
is due to the 2-0 optimum receiver, the other two to the cancelIer . Suppose a decision
has to be taken about the symbol ale at time-instant k:
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1. look to received symbol on k and k+ 1, and use the information to take a decision
about the symbol at the moment k;

2. look to received symbol on k + 1, take a decision about that symbol and remove
the influence of that symbol from the received symbol at moment k; then decide
upon the symbol at moment k;

3. make a preliminary decision about the symbol at k + 1, when arriving at k + 1
the decision is possibly adapted.

3.6 Simulations

To simulate the 2-D optimum receiver and the cancelIer equations (53) and (54) were
implemented in Pascal. The programs were run on a VAX-780 minicomputer. To
compare the performance of both receivers in the most honest way the same datase
quences al; and nl; were used in both cases. Simulations were done for the channel
impulse response F(l') = 1 + t1[) with t1 = -i, -1, -2. First the simulation results
for t1 = -1 are considered (see figure 21). With the more thorough explanation it is
possible to discuss the results for t1 = -i and t1 = -2 together (see figure 20 and
figure 22). Because such graphs will often appear, on this place some more attention
will paid to them. Horizontally the SN R available at the output of the channel is
plotted in dB. The variance of the noise power N is choosen as 0-2 = N. Vertically the
bit-error-probability measured in the simulation is plotted on a logaritmic scale. The
theoretical optimum (but not always achievable) MFB is also plotted. In every graph
the performance achieved by the DFE (a), the cancelIer (b) and the 2-D optimum
receiver (c) is shown.

3.6.1 Results for Channel Impulse Response F([)) = 1 - [)

The points that are most remarkable are:

1. For high signal-to-noise ratios all receivers, DFE, cancelIer and 2-D optimum
receiver, lag 3 dB behind the MFB in performance.
The DFE cancels the tail of the channel impulse response, so in the case F(l') =
1 - [) the detector has only half of the received signal energy available for detec
tion. The cancelIer has to choose between four equally likely signal-vectors. For
high SNR's the conditional probability of error for the signal-vectors (1,0) and
(-1,0) dominates the one for (1,-2) and (-1,2). This is due to the fact that
(1,0) and (-1,0) can easily be interchanged because their Euclidean distance is
low. The Euclidean distance between (1,0) and (-1,0) is 2 and the resulting
error probability curve is shifted about 3 dB away from the Forney bound, which
is based on an Euclidean distance 2V2. As already discussed in section 2.6 the
performance of the cancelIer does not reach the MFB because of the effect of
error propagation.

2. The cancelIer achieves almost the same performance as the 2·D optimum receiver
for all SNR's.
This is because of the fact that the ISI-canceller uses the same decion regions as
the 2-D optimum receiver. However the extra assumption made for the cancelIer,
the previous decision is correct, may not always hold. Due to this reason a very
little difference in performance can he observed.
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3. For high SNR's the cancelIer achieves half the error probability of the DFE.
As was said before the Euclidean distance (de) for the DFE will always be 2. The
cancelIer and the 2-D optimum receiver, have to deal with a distance 2 in half of
the cases, while in the other half this distance is equal to 2V2. So the cancelIer
has in half of all cases to deal with a greater de and will thus have half the error
probability of the DFE.

3.6.2 Results for Channel Impulse Responses F(D) = 1 - !D and F(D) =
1- 2D

The three remarks made for the impulse response F(D) =1 - D are now also the most
notabie points. Therefore they will only be discussed in a brief way.

1. Due to the fact that the DFE cancels the tail of the channel impulse response the
detector has only l+ld2 of the received signal energy available for detection. So
when ~ = -! the DFE lags 1 dB behind the MFB, whereas in the case ~ = -2
this gap is 7 dB.

2. When ~ :/: -1 it was shown that the cancelIer did not use the decision regions of
the 2-D optimum receiver and for this reason should have a worse performance.
On the contrary these decision regions are only optimum when the SNR is large.
So it is possible that in spite of the wrong optimum decision regions the cancelIer
will give a better performance than the 2-D optimum receiver.

3. Because the cancelIer has to choose between four equally likely signal vectors,
whereas the DFE only discriminate between two, the error probability of the
DFE will be twice as large as the one of the cancelIer for any SNR. The cancelIer
also achieves a better performance than the DFE. It is remarkable that in the
following order ~ = -!' -1, - 2 the improvement is smaller. As was remarked
in the previous section the error probability is determined for high SNR's by the
Euclidean distance between the signal vectors §o and §3. When ~ = -l this
distance is v's, where the DFE still deals with de = 2. The improvement of the
cancelIer relative to the DFE will be log ~ ~ 1 dB. In the case ~ = -2, the de
of the cancelIer is equal to 2V2 and the improvement becomes log ~ = 3 dB.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

The goal of this chapter was to gain insight into the operation of the cancelIer . To this
end the 2-D optimum receiver operating on a channel having impulse response F(D) =
1 + D was derived. This two-dimensional receiver is optimum under two reasonable
assumptions, viz. feedback of faultless decisions and reasonable SNR's. When ~ = -1
it turned out that the cancelIer and the 2-D optimum receiver should theoretically
have the same performance. For other values of ~ there was some difference, but in
general the performance of both receivers will almost be the same for channels with
memorylength L = 1. The difference is due to the treatment of the pre-cursive ISI. The
information the flnal quantizer has available concerning this ISI, is much more reliable
detailed in the 2-D optimum receiver than in the cancelIer. However the practical
implementation of the 2-D optimum receiver turned out to be of the same order of
complexity as the cancelIer .
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Figure 20: Bit error probability (f\e) versus signal-to-noise ratio (5 N R) for various
receivers operating on a channel with impulse response F(V) = 1 - lV: a. DFE;
b. cancellerj c. 2-D optimum receiver; mfb. matched filter bound.
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Figure 21: Bit error probability (P.e ) versus signal-t~noise ratio (SN R) for various
receivers operating on a channel with impulse response F(V) = 1 - V: a. DFE; b. can
celler; c. 2-D optimum receiver; mfb. matched filter bound.
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Figure 22: Bit error probability (l\e) versus signal-t~noise ratio (8N R) for various
receivers operating on a channel with impulse response F(D) = 1 - 2D a. OFE; b. can
celIer; c. 2-0 optimum receiver mfb. matched filter bound.
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For channels having a large memorylength, the decision rules of the L-D optimum
receiver and canceller seem to have a great similarity and also differ only in the treat
ment of the precursive ISI. In all probability this discrepancy causes a larger difference
in performance between the two receivers.

Computer simulations were done to verify the theoretical derivations. It turned out
that the 2-D optimum receiver fails to achieve the expected improvement in perfor
mance relative to the DFE. Furthermore this performance lags far behind the matched
filter bound. With the aid of a two-dimensional vector plane, it was possible to explain
these performances. Still there is no good predictor for the performance of a canceller
for L > 1 (and also for the N-D optimum receiver). The MFB is at all events a too
optimistic lower bound. It is for this reason that attention will now be paid to the
derivation of a tighter bound that gives a more realistic prediction of the canceller
performance.
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4 Lower Bounds on the Error Probability

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter it became clear that for the (1 - D)-channel, even with a
2-D optimum detector, the matched filter bound was not reached. On account of this
performance gap, the idea arises that the matched filter bound is too optimistic for
a canceller-like receiver structure. Forney derived a lower bound on the symbol error
probability achieved by any estimator of a digital PAM-sequence in the presence of
white Gaussian noise and ISI [141. This bound reduces to the matched filter bound
when the interference is small but it is tighter when the interference is large. However,
even this lower bound fails to predict the results of simulations accurately. Hence the
question arises if it is possible to improve this bound.

In section 4.5 the derivation of such a new bound is presented. This bound reveals
that the decoding-delay of the receiver is a very important parameter for its perfor
mance. For this reason the new lower bound is called the restricted-delay bound.
With this bound it becomes possible to explain a lot of results which were obtained
before, but for which there was no good quantitive explanation. First a description of
a discrete-time model with a restricted-delay receiver is defined, where for complete
ness earlier assumptions will be recalled. After restating the matched filter bound and
Forney's bound, the restricted-delay bound will be derived. In literature it was no
ticed before that the decoding-delay was an important parameter for the performance
a receiver could reach. The most important contributions in this field are briefly dis
cussed. Nevertheless untill now there existed no bound depending explicitely on the
decoding-delay D. To get an idea of the behaviour of the restricted-delay bound, a
few examples are elaborated. It also becomes possible to explain the results of the
simulations done in section 3.6.

In section 2.5 minimum-phase channels were already mentioned in passing. The
restricted-delay bound explains why they play such an important role. The definition
of minimum-phase channels is followed by some examples to illustrate their impor
tance. A class of magnetic recording channels is further studied. Making use of a
loss relative to the matched filter bound, receivers with various decoding-delays are
studied, operating on these magnetic recording channels. The chapter ends with some
concluding remarks.

4.2 Discrete-Time Model

Suppose a channel has a causal impulse response L= {Jo, ft, ... ,Id, where L is the
memorylength of the channel.

When a discrete-time data sequence gi = {ah, aL }is input to the channel,
the received datasequence r i = {rh, ri, }can be represented in the discrete-time
form

ri = (ai * Ih + nk k = 0, 1, ... (57)

where '*' denotes linear convolution and rt = {no, n1, } is a white Gaussian
noise sequence consisting of independent components with variance (12. For mathe
matical convenience, gi is taken to be an uncorrelated sequence of equiprobably binary
digits drawn from the alphabet {-1, +1}. Moreover any pure signal delay occurring
in the channel will not be taken into account, so that the influence of the inputsymbol
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ai is seen for the first time at instant k in ri, i.e. 10 =I- 0. An arbitrary receiver which
operates on the received datasequence ri will make decisions about the transmitted
data sequence ai with a certain decoding-delay of D symbol interva1s. To make an
estimate of ai the receiver may use the received data symbols

i i i
ra, rl" , rk+D'

A measure for the performance of the receiver is the bit-error probability

(58)

(59)
1 K-I

Pbe(D) ~ lim K L p(ai =I- ai),
K .....oo k=O

where Pbe(D) is written to denote the dependence on D. As was seen before this
error probability will be dependent on the Euclidean distance between potentially
received data sequences. To obtain an estimate of this probability suppose there are
two different inputsequences of length 8 + 1:

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

respectively. When the Euclidean distance between two vectors yl and ~2 is defined
as:

(64)

it follows that the Euclidean distance between r i and r i in the absence of noise is

de [ri - riJ
de [(gi - gi) * I]
de [~~ *L] (65)

where ~~ is defined as ~~ = gi - gi. Without loss of generality the error sequence

(66)

has components eo = +2 (and thus ah = +1 and ai = -1) and ek E {-2,0, +2} for
k = 1,2, with the constraint that e~ =I- 0. For an arbitrary sequence ~ the energy
of its first I + 1 components is defined as:

,
E,{y} ~ L v:-

i=O

(67)

The squared Euclidean distance d; of an error event can now he defined as the energy
in the associated signal-error sequence:

(68)
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For optimum detection it is desirabie that the Euclidean distance between two neigh~

bouring signal veetors is as large as possible. Stated it in an other way, the error
probability is determined by the minimum value of this Euclidian distance:

(69)

4.3 Matched Filter Bound

The matched filter bound states that the error probability in detecting a binary se
quence in white Gaussian noise will be no smaller than the error probability achievable
in detecting a single isolated pulse, ~. = {2, 0, 0,0, } and equation (69) becomes:

L

d~/b = 4 L, Ir
1:=0

(70)

Because this d-:n/b is recognized as four times the received energy per bit the matched
filter bound is for any decoding-delay D:

(71)

4.4 Forney Lower Bound

Forney derived lower as weil as upper bounds on the error probability of maximum
likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) of the form [14J:

(72)

where K is a constant independent of (1 and dmin is the minimum Euclidean distance
between two possible error events:

(73)

The constant K can be interpreted as the fraction of error sequences which attain
this dmin . In an article that appeared three months before the above mentioned one,
Forney derived also a lower bound on the bit-error~probability[13]. In this article he
proves the following theorem:

Forney's Theorem

Let E~. be the set of all ~. achieving d-:nin' Let 7r~. be the probability that the input
sequence !!' will be such that (!!i + ~.) is an allowable input sequence !!; for some ~. in
Et . Then for any detection scheme-.

(74)

In an article which will appear on the restriced-delay bound, there will be some dis
cussion with respect to the validity of the factor 7rf'
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4.5 Restricted-Delay Bound

4.5.1 Statement of Bound

To obtain a lower bound on Pbe it is assumed that the receiver has side-information
which tells him after every decision whether it he was correct or not. With the aid of
this genius it is possible to purify the next received data-symbols from the influence
of the symbols about which a decision is already taken. Suppose the receiver has just
decided about ai, then, using the information supplied by the genius, the receiver can
determine the actual transmited ai and remove its effect on the outputs ri, ri+l" ..
by performing the subtraction

k' ~ k. (75)

(76)

ai+t!o +
ai+l!t +
ai+lf2 +

ai+do +
ai+3/o + ai+2!t +

According to the theorem of reversibility (appendix A.6), the adjusted outputs still
contain all the relevant information on the inputs that have to be estimated next.
According to the theorem of irrelevance (appendix A.7) the (adjusted) output rk is
irrelevant for estimating these inputs, since it does not depend on ai+ l' ai+2' ... and
since nk is independent of nHl, nH2, . '" Therefore the receiver proceeds with the
estimation of aHl using the adjusted outputs ri, ri+l" ... These outputs can now be
written as:

From this equation it will be clear that the receiver always acts as if it were determining
ao. Therefore it can be concluded that:

(77)Pbe(D) ~ min p(at i- at),
res. del. rec.

where the minimization is done over all receivers with a decoding-delay not greater
than D. Because the receiver makes use of a decoding-delay D it has only the energy
of the first D +1 samples available. A logical definition for the bounded-delay distance
db is:

(78)

The length TD is defined as the minimal value of s for which there exists an error
sequence ~a with db = ED(f.a *L). A trivial property of TD is that

TD ~ D. (79)

It is assumed that i!~ = {aA, aL ... , aD and Q~ {aö, ai, ... I aD are two input se
quences with s + 1 components for which db = ED[(a~ - a~) * IJ and s = TD, Now
with these definitions equation (77) can be lowerbounded by

L Pr(a~, aL· .. ,a~)Pr(a~ i- a~la~, aL· .. ,a~)
rJ:" ... ,a~

(80)
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Because the optimum decision regions are separated by the plane whose points r have
the property that

it will be valid that

(81 )

i=I,2., (82)

Now it follows that

Prbe(D) ~ min Pr(ao "I ao) > 2-(8+I)Q (~~) + 2-(8+I)Q (~~)

= 2-
8Q (~~) = 2-TD Q (~~ ) . (83)

The restricted-delay bound hence becomes

(84)

The most important parameter of this new bound is the decoding-delay D. A first
conclusion at this point can be that to do the best detection the receiver must have
a large decoding-delay: to make the best decision the receiver needs as much energy
as possible. The factor 2-TD is the probability of an error sequence with length TD
which reaches this dD'

4.5.2 Discussion of Bound

The influence of a restricted decoding-delay on the performance reached by receivers
was noticed before by same authors. While most of them only noted this point, same
others derived a minimum squared Euclidean distance for a restricted observation
length.

In coding theory it was known for a long time that a good performance of a con
volutional code is obtained by a code whose codewords differ as much as possible in
the first positions. In communication theory Aulin and Sundberg derived, building on
the theory developed by others, an upper bound on the minimum Euclidean distance
in continous phase modulation for a given decoding-delay [2].

Qureshi derived a lower bound on the error probability of MLSE which is tight
for large D [41]. By making preliminary decisions there is a probability of additional
errors. The total symbol error probability of a MLSE with decoding-delay D can
now be upper and lower bounded by adding the probability of the additional errors
to the corresponding error probabilities obtained by Forney for the case of unlimited
decoding-delay. In this sense the bound of Qureshi is just an extension of the Forney
lower bound.

The derivation of the restricted-delay bound has started from a different point of
view, which although recognized, was never elaborated in literature. So far no lower
bound was available in a c10sed form in which the decoding-delay of the receiver is
an explicit variabIe. In the next sections it turns out that this bound is a very good
predictor ror the performance of the receiver.
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4.6 Elaboration of the Restricted-Delay Bound

4.6.1 Comparison witb Otber Lower Bonnds

Ir the three bounds are placed together it is possible to say something about the relative
performance levels which they specify:

Pbe(MF) > Q (d;::b)

Pbe (Forney) > 7r(Q (d;~n )

Pbe(D) > 2-
TDQ (~~)

(85)

(86)

(87)

From the separate derivations it is clear that

(88)

When the SNR increases the Q-function decreases exponentially. Therefore for large
SNR's the inftuence of the factor 2-TD will always be much smaller than the factor
Q (~ ). In spite of the fact that the factor 7r( in Forney's bound still remains (and

also in the MFB), it will be true that asymptotically for high SNR's

(89)

For small values of the SNR the convex huil of the three bounds has to be taken to get
the tightest lower bound. From this it follows that with a fixed value of the SNR only
by increasing the delay D, one can hope to obtain a performance close to Forney's
bound.

It has to be remarked here that not always

lim min ED(~) = min Eoo(~)
D~oo I,!,. 't~,.

Therefore it is possible that:

for all ~. (90)

(91)

Examples

From the derivation of the restricted-delay bound it is clear that db will always be
less than or equal to d~in' Dependent on the value of the factor before the Q-function
something can be said about the difference between the three bounds. Consider the
partial-response channel F(t» = 1 - t>. The matched filter bound becomes:

For this channel Forney derived that

(92)

with 7r( = 1 and d~in = 8. (93)
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The two bounds hence coincide in this case. When db is determined it turns out that
this distance is 4 for every value of D, and that T(D) = D for all D. Therefore the
new lower bound becomes

(94)

(95)

So for this channel the restricted-delay bound is asymptotically 3 dB tighter than the
Forney lower bound. In figure 23 equations (92), (93) and (94) are compared. To see
the influence of the decoding-delay the last bound is drawn for values D ranging from 0
to 10. From this figure it follows that to get a acceptable error probability, a decoding
delay of 5 bit intervals is necessary. In communication theory the ruIe of thumb was
used that to come close to the Forney bound a receiver should have a decoding-delay
of about 5 times the memorylength of the channel [38].

For the partial response channel F(1') = (1 + 1')2 it turns out that d~fb = 24,

d~i" = 16 while db = 8 for all D ~ 1. Here also an asymptoticaly improvement of
3 dB is obtained compared to the Forney bound. The bounds are drawn in figure 24
from which it can again be seen that about 5 times the memory length of the channel
(L = 2) is necessary before the performance can come close to Forney's bound.

From these examples it looks like there is always a gain of 3 dB. A simple example
to show the contrary is F(1') = (1 + 1')3. Here db = 24 for D ~ 3 whereas d~i" = 40
and d~fb = 80.

Of course the best one can do is to approach the matched filter bound as closely
as possible. Therefore it is useful to define a factor:

.c ~ 10 log (d~b ) ,
mfb

which assesses the performance loss relative to the matched filter bound of a receiver
with a given decoding-delay D. In table 4 (appendix G) the various values of db, (0 ~

D ~ 8), d~i" and d~fb are given for an important class of partial response channels:

F(1') = (1 - 1')m(1 + 1')" (96)

for 0 ~ m, n ~ 5 and m + n ~ 1. In table 5 (appendix G) the corresponding losses
relative to the matched filter bound are given. From this table it can be seen that
the response F(1') = (1 - 1')m(1 + 1')" gives rise to the same values of db than the
response F(1') = (1 - 1')"(1 + 1')m. In general when the input sequence is identically
uniformly distributed and the noise is white and Gaussian with mean zero, it can be
proved that the response 1Ir. give rise to the same value of db as the response (_I)Ir. 1Ir.
as is shown in apendix E.

4.6.2 Explanation of Simulation8 of Section 3.6

It is possible to compare the performance specified by the resricted-delay bound with
the results of the simulations of the previous chapter. There simulations were made
for receivers (OFE, cancelIer, 2-0 optimum receiver) operating on channels having
an impulse response for F(D) = 1 + AD, A = -~' -1, -2. While the OFE has no
decoding-delay (D = 0), the cancelIer operating on channels with memorylength L = 1
has a decoding-delay D = 1, due to the effect of the causal matched filter (The 2-0
optimum receiver also has a decoding-delay 0=1). By calculating dÖ and d~, it is
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for a channel with impulse response F(J)) = 1 - J): • matched filter bound; '" Forney
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1 - ~D 4 0 5 0 5 0 5
1- D 4 0 4 1 8 1 8
1 - 2D 4 0 8 1 20 1 20

Table 2: Lower bounds for He(D).

possible to say how much the performances of the DFE and the cancelIer at least will
lag behind the matched filter bound. In table 2 the values of dÖ, d~ and tf2min are shown
with the corresponding values of TD. Below for every example the bounds are given
just as the loss f. of the canceller and the DFE:

o dB.

F(D) = 1 -ID

Plle(MF) > Q(~)

Pbe(CANC) > Q(~)

Plle (D FE) > Q(:f! )

F(D) = 1 - D

f.(CANC) = 1010g~ =

f.(DFE) = 1010g t ~ -1 dB.
(97)

f.(CANC) = 1010g ~ = -3 dB.

f.(CANC) = 10 log /0 ~ -4 dB.

F(D) = 1 - 2D

He(MF) > Q(~~Ö)

He(CANC) > ~Q(i1)

f.(DFE)

f.(DFE)

= 10 log i = -3 dB.

=1010g-.ló~ -7 dB.

(98)

(99)

Plle(DFE) > Q(if)

From these results it can be directly seen that they agree with the explanations
given in section 3.6 with the aid of two-dimensional vector planes. In this chapter the
best possible two-dimensional receiver subject to a few constraints was derived. This
2-D optimum receiver was found to lag far behind the matched filter bound. Thus
the MFB is a too optimistic predictor . From the much tighter bound it can indeed
be seen that the performance of as weIl the DFE as the canceller is very good: their
performances come close to the restricted-delay bound.
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4.7 Minimum-Phase Channels

4.7.1 Theory

A system having impulse response l!. is said to have minimum-phase if the D-transform

00

H(D) = L hkDk

k=-oo

(100)

has all its zeros outside the unit circle [DI = 1. One of the main properties used in this
report is the energy-constraint. Suppose l!. and 1 have the same amplitude frequency
characteristic: -

IH(D)I = IF(D)[. (101)

When the sequence gis convolved with h (minimum-phase) and 1 (causal and stabie),
and the responses are g * !l and g * L respectively, then by P;poulis [34] for every
non-negative integer D:

ED(g * l!.) ~ ED(g *D·
For this reason it will be true that

(102)

(103)

This inequality confirms the importance of minimum-phase impulse responses which
are central in e.g. decision feedback equalization.

From equation (103) it follows that to obtain the best attainable performance the
channel has to have minimum-phase. SA when a channel does not have minimum-phase,
the received signal rk should first be supplied to a phase-equalizer before detection
occurs. Suppose this equalizer has impulse response Wk with amplitude-frequency
characteristic W(D) for which IW(D)I = 1. The output signal r~ can be written as:

r'k (r * W)k

(fa * 1+ n] * W)k

([a * IJ * W)k + (n * W)k
= (a*hh+n~ (104)

where hk ~ (f * wh and where hk is causal with ha =I- o. Because a phase-equalizer

does not change the amplitude-frequency characteristics, the filtered noise signal n~ ~
(n *W)k wiJl also be white and Gaussian with variance (72. It is for this reason that the
new restricted-delay bound can also be applied to r~, so for the corresponding distance
dDit follows that:

db = min ED(~ * f!). (105)
',.'-,.

Through the phase-equalizer the impulse response hk will be zero for all k smaller than
a certain value ka. Because the pure signal delay ka plays no structural role in the
detection process, this delay, just as the pure signal delay in the channel, is left out of
consideration.

Suppose that Ik is normalized in power (~k I; = 1) and by phase-equalization
has minimum-phase. Choose a receiver with decoding-delay D = o. Then because
dg = 415,

(106)
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It is known that the zero-forcing decision feedback equalizer reaches this transmission
quality really (with decoding-delay D = 0) when error-propagation is not taken into
account. So for D = 0 the new lower bound is practically tight.

For D = 1 can be calculated that di = 4 min(/5+!l, 15+(/0- Id 2
, 15+(/0+ Id 2

).

Consider a minimum-phase channel with memory length L = 1. It is interesting to
know what the best performance is that can be obtained with a receiver with D = 0
operating on such a channel. It is easy to see that when !I = ~/o (or because of duality
- ~ 10) the maximum 4 is

2 [(1)]2 2 5 2 2dl = 4 * 1 + 2 * 10 = 4 * 4 * 10 = 5 * 10 . (107)

With a receiver having D = 1 operating on a channel with memory-Iength 1 one can
hence gain at most 10 log ! ~ 1 dB over the DFE. The result is 2 dB smaller than the
3 dB that for a partial response channel is to be earned by means of Viterbi detection.
For the class of minimum-phase channels with memorylength L = 2, it can be derived
easily that the greatest value of d~ is 8/5, achieved for (/0, !I, /2) = (/0,2/0,/0), so in
this case the cancelIer can win a maximum of 3 dB in respect to the DFE.

4. T.2 Three Examples

To illustrate the importance of using minimum-phase characteristics three examples
will be given. For every example first the impulse responses of the channels are given.
The leftmost figure depicts the minimum-phase response. Then two tables follow in
which successively the distance profiles and the losses relative to the matched filter
bound are given. It directly follows from these tables that, for a fixed value of the
decoding-delay, the minimum-phase channels have the highest distance. The more an
impulse response diverges from having minimum-phase, the lower the distance will be.
Especially for small decoding-delays this differences can be large. On the other hand
for non minimum-phase channels a much longer decoding-delay is needed to achieve the
same value of db as for a minimum-phase channel. The values of the decoding-delays,
Dmin necessary for db to equal the Forney distance are also given. In all the examples
the Forney distances are equal for all channels. In the third table the tail-Iength TD of
the worst error-event is given. From the notation used, it is also quite easY to derive
the error event ~3' If TD is an integer, this error event is the '2'-sequence with length
TD + 1. When a superscript 'a' is used it means that every even symbol is alternated.
As can be seen Tv can be smaller than D, e.g. figure 38. The last figure on each
page shows the restricted-delay bound on the bit error probability for various values
of the decoding-delay D. The fact that TD changes abruptly for D = Dmin explains
the "discontinuities" in figure 29 and figure 34.
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Two Channels with Memory Length L = 1 and IF(w)1 = (5 + 4cosw)!

Figure 25: Impulse responses.

2+D 16 i 20 I 20 20 20 ... 20 (1) 20 I
1 + 2D 4 I, 8 I 12 16 20 ... 20 (4) 20 I

Figure 26: Distance profile.

Figure 27: Loss in dB relative to the matched filter bound: d-:n/b = 20.

F(D) To
~+~=~-14~i

... Toe _Tmi_,,_1_=--=-c --_-'- -- -:-=

-o~2+D 0 0
-- ------

IQ I 2a i3a t-Ö- 1---- 1----
1 + 2D 0 0 o !

Figure 28: Tail-Iength of worst error-event.

10- 1 SN R = 10 dB

10-2 *
*o 0 0 • • • • • • • • •

*

10-6
-o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 D

Figure 29: Bounds on the bit error probability (He) versus decoding-delay (D):
o (2 + D); * (1 + 2D).
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Three Channels with Memory Length L = 2 and IF(w)1 = (5 + 4cosw)

1,1L.
o 12k

(2 + P)2

sI'lil
o 12k

(2 + P)(l + 2P)

Figure 30: Impulse responses.

(2 + P)2 64 64 68 72 76 80 84 ... 104 (11) 104
(2 + P)(l + 2P) 16 52 56 60 64 68 72 ... 104 (14) 104

(1 + 2pro: 4 40 40 44 48 . 52 56 ... 104 (18) 104

Figure 31: Distance profile.

(2 + P):.: -3.1 -3.1 -2.9 -2.6 -2.4 -2.2 -2.0 ... -1.0 -1.0
(2 + P)(l + 2P)

- -- -~ ---
-9.2 -4.0 -3.7 -3.4 -3.1 -2.9 -2.6 ... -1.0 -1.0

(1 + 2P)~~ --- ----- L--- __ . 1--- --- r--- ---- -- ---._.

-15.2 -5.2 -5.2 -4.8 -4.4 -4.0 -3.7 ... -1.0 -1.0

Figure 32: Loss in dB relative to the matched filter bound: d-:n/b = 132.

F(P) =T5IT6~Tminl
(2 + P)2 0 la 2a 3a 4a 5a 6a I ... la la

(2 + P)(l + 2P) 0 la 2a 3a 4a 5a 6a
I ••• la la

(1 + 2P)2 0 la la 3a 4a 5a 6a
I .. ·

la la

Figure 33: Tail-Iength of worst error-event.

(D):

o 0

SNR = 10 dB

Pb. i
10°

10- 1

10-2

10-3

10- 4

10-1'>

~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ t

10-6 ---.o 1 2 3 .. S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 D
Figure 34: Bounds on the bit error probability (Pb.) versus decoding-delay
o (2 + P)2; * (2 + P)(l + 2P); • (1 + 2P)2.
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Four Channels with Memory Length L = 3 and IF(w)1 = (5+ 4cosw)~
12 12 12 12

9
8

6

2
I

9

2
I

6

8

o I 2 3k 0 2 Sk
(2 + D)3 (2 + D)2(1 + 2D)

o 2 3 k
(2 + D)(l + 2D)2

Figure 35: lmpulse responses.

~. - - -~ - - - --- - - ~

(2 + D)3 256 320 336 340 ~~{t-~~_8- 352 ... 568 (60) 568
(2 + D)2(1-+ 2D) 320-i-----

1--._-- -- --~------56864 324 328 332 I 336 340 ... 568 (63)
(2 + Dj(ï+ 2D)2

---1-----f--- --I-- --- -----
16 212 216 316 ~O-K-~ 328 ... 568 (66) 568

(1+2D)3
----f- -~~--1----I--- - - - --~---o-- --~

4 104 204 284 288 312 316 ... 568 (69) 568

Figure 36: Distance profile.

{2 + D)3 :4.9l -4.6
-- - .~ -----,---= - - ~ -- -~-~

·5.8 -4.6 -4.5 -4.5 -4.4 ... -2.4 I -2.4
(2 + D)2(1 + 2D) -11.9 -4.9 -4.8 -4.8 -4.7 ·4.6 -4.6 ... -2.4 -2.4
(2 + D)(l + 2D);l -17.9 -6.6 -6.6 -4.9 -4.9 -4.8 -4.8 ... -2.4 -2.4

(1 + 2D)3 -23.9 -9.7 i -6.8 -5.4 -5.3 -5.0 -4.9 ... -2.4 -2.4

Figure 37: Loss in dB relative to the matched filter bound: d?n1b = 980.
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--------r- 1----
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Figure 38: Taillength of worse error-event.
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Figure 39: Bounds on the bit error probability (He) versus decoding-delay (D):
o (2 + D)3; * (2 + D)2(1 + 2D); • (2 + D)(l + 2D)2; * (1 + 2D)3.
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5 =.1 5 = 1.0

~T 1 - -1 --~

5 = 2.0 5 = 3.3

Figure 40: Impulse responses for magnetic recording channels with a very low density
5 = .1, two medium densities 5 = 1.0 and 5 = 2.0 and a high density of 5 = 3.3.

4.8 Magnetic Recording Channels

For a dass of digital magnetic recording systems with longitudinal magnetization and
a differenting recording head the following model arises naturally [5]:

(108)

Here 5 is a normali'Zed measure for the information density on the magnetic medium.
By this equation only the amplitude characteristic of the channel is fixed. For the
impulse responses used here it is also supposed that they have minimum-phase and
that they are normalized in power. In appendix H this is further elaborated and the
responses for 5 = 0.1-4.0 with steps of 0.1 are shown. In this section special attention
will be paid to the channel impulse responses shown in figure 40:

From these graphs two points directly strike the eye:

• With increasing density the impulse responses become longer and longer;

• WhiJe at ]ow densities hk has almost the characteristics of the partial response
1 - D, this behaviour disappears at higher densities.

In table 6 and 7 (appendix G) the different values for cPD , 0 ~ D ~ 10, and d~i"

are given whereas the losses relative to the matched filter bound are given in table 8
and 9 (appendix G). In table 10 (appendix G) the ta.il-Iengths are given. Again it is
possible to derive the error-event from the notation used. Figure 41, calculated on the
basis of the foregoing theory, depicts the dependence of l on the information density
5 for receivers with various decoding-delays D. Independent of the decoding-delay
it can be seen that the performance depends strongly upon the information density.
At low densities (5 < 0.5) the loss is almost 3 dB which is due to the fact that the
impulse responses at this density have almost the partial response 1 - D behaviour.
The best performances are obtained for medium densities, (5 = 1.0 - 2.5), whereas at
high densities (5 > 3.0) tire -performance strongly decreases. To put the comparison
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on a somewhat more global basis, figure 41 also displays the loss incurred by the most
powerful type of receiver, viz. the maximum-likelihood sequence detector (ML5D). It is
seen that receivers with a low complexity (D = 0) approximate the ML5D-performance
to within 1 dB for all medium densities. The significant complexity of the ML5D is
here not justified by its performance benefits. When a receiver with a somewhat larger
decoding-delay is used, the complexity does not greatly increase, but the performance
is further improved in relation to the OFE. When for a communication system the
maximum loss relative to the matched filter bound is specified, with aid of figure 41 it
is possible to say what decoding-delay the receiver must have at least. On the contrary
it is possible to predict how much a receiver with a given delay will at least lag behind
the matched filter bound.

When especially attention is given to the four channels from figure 40, the curve
Cor the DFE (D = 0) predicts the best performance Cor density S = 1.0 and then
Cor S = 2.0, S = 0.1 and S = 3.3. In figure 42 the simulation results for these
Cour channels of figure 40 are shown. The results confirm the predicted ranking. In
figure 43 the simulation results are given in the case that the decoding-delay D equals
the memory-Iength L of the channel.

4.9 Conduding Remarks

Forney derived a lower bound on the symbol error probability making use of the as
sumption that the entire output sequence could be used by the receiver to estimate the
transmitted input symbols. Various authors remarked that in most practical situations
the decoding-delay is however restricted. In this chapter a lower bound depending on
this bounded decoding-delay was derived. Particularly for small decoding-delays this
new bound is tighter than Forney's bound and will be a better predictor of the perfor
mance of a receiver. The results of the simulations in section 3.6 in fact fully agreed
with this new bound, by which it also was shown that the 2-0 optimum receiver in
deed reached the best possible performance very nearly. For a receiver with a restricted
decoding-delay it is necessary that as much energy as possible is available within this
delay to make a decision. Minimum-phase channels have their energy optimally con
centrated near the time origin and thus ensure a minimum loss of usefull signal energy.
For a category of magnetic recording channels the inftuence of the decoding-delay as
function of the information density was shown. When a receiver is designed to have a
fixed error probability the minimum decoding-delay which is necessary can be given. It
can be said that the bounded delay dD is a more realistic measure for the performance
of a receiver than dmin .

The worst performance is caused by the smallest value of dD. Oiscriminating the
error events which give rise to this minimum bounded delay, gives an improvement in
the performance. The distance dD is also a good criterium to design codes. To both
possibilities, a larger decoding-delay and coding, the next chapter is devoted.
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Figure 41: Loss (t) versus normalized information density (5) for receivers with var
ious decoding-delays: a. D=O; b. D=l; c. D=2; d. ML50.
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Figure 42: Bit error probability (Ph) versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for receiver
with decoding-delay D = 0 operating on magnetie reeording ehannels with various
densities: a. S = 0.1; b. S = 1.0; e. S = 2.0; d. S = 3.3.
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Figure 43: Bit error probability (Pbt) versus signal-to-noise ratio (5NR) for receiver
with decoding-delay D = L operating on magnetic recording channels with various
densities: a. S = 0.-1; b. S = 1.0; c. S = 2.0; d. S = 3.3.
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ó Methods to Improve the Performance of a Receiver

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter it became clear that for many channel impulse responses dD
only equals dmin when the decoding-delay D of a receiver becomes large. The receiver
will therefore only achieve a performance close to Forney's bound by increasing D. One
of the prerequisites to improve the performance is thus to design receivers with a large
decoding-delay. In this chapter first of all two implementations of receivers using a error
-detection and -correction circuit for the partial response channel F(O) = 1- 0 will be
discussed. Both types of receiver are waiting a certain time to make the final decision
after making first a tentative decision. The first type is a simplified but effectively
optimum algorithm for the (1 - O)-channel, which was devised by Forney. The second
type shows also the great importance of the decoding-delay and can be regarded as
an adaption of the 2-D optimum receiver. By adding an error correction circuit,
the complexity of the receiver does not increase significantly while the performance
improves remarkably.

It is also possible to improve the performance for small values of D by increasing
the distance dD with simple codes. Although not the main part of the investigations,
an idea will be given to show how the performance of a receiver can be improved in
this way.

Mueller and Salz presented a unified theory for data-aided equalization. They
derived a minimum mean-square error receiver. Their main result is an expression,
subject to the assumption that past and future transmitted symbols are perfectly
reconstructed, for the optimized mean-square-error as a function of the number and
location of the filter coefficients of the feedforward filter (FFF) and feedback filter
(FBF) of the cancelIer , the signal-to-noise ratio and the channel impulse response.
When the receiving filter is dimensioned as a matched filter and when both the FFF
and FBF are infinite in length, isolated pulse transmission quality should obtained. On
the other hand when all coefficients of the FFF and FBF are zero, the well-known result
for linear equalization is obtained. To derive these results Mueller and Salz optimized
the filter coefficients to minimize the MSE with no further restrictions. However it is
possible by conditioning precursive ISI before cancellation, to optimize the receiver.
It will become clear that the probability density function (PDF) of the input signal
to the quantizer making the final decision, then contains additional information which
can be used to detect errors. The last section reviews the most important results of
this chapter.

5.2 Error -Detection and -Correction Circuits

5.2.1 Forney

In his famous article "maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) of digital se
quences in the presence of intersymbol interference", Forney showed that simple sub
optimal approximations to this MLSE can perform nearly as weil. He describes an
algorithm which, although suitable for the dass of partial responses F(O) = 1 ± on,
is elaborated for the particular example F(O) = 1 - O. In contrast with the practice
of this report an M-ary alphabet is used in this chapter where the inputs are assumed
to be integers in the range 0, ... , M - 1.
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Figure 44: Discrete-time data transmission system using precoding.
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Figure 45: Suboptimal receiver of Forney.

Precoding

Precoding is a technique used in partial response systems to avoid error propagation
appendix F. The general model of a communicationsystem using precoding is given in
figure 44. The equations belonging to the scheme depicted in this figure are:

bk ak EB bk-I, (109)

Sk bk - bk-I, (110)

rk Sk + n", (111 )

bk 8k + bk-I, (112)

ak bk EB bk-I, (113)

where EB denotes modulo-M addition. As can be seen from these equations, the data
sequence ak can not only be estimated from the estimate bk of the precoded inputs bk

but also from the zero-memory modulo-M operation on the estimation of Sk.

A c:,A dM
ak = Sk mo . (114)

The estimation 8k is determined by a quantizer operating on the received signal rk.

Derivation Suboptimal Receiver

The basic idea Forney uses, is that a detector makes tentative decisions, which are
corrected by a single-error-detecting and correcting decoder. Figure 45 shows the
implementation of Forneys proposal.

By taking a tentative decision about rk an estimate for the most probable symbol Sk

is made. Because Sk can take on (2M -1) levels, and ak only M levels, certain sequences
of tentative decisions are impossible. As Lender already observed it is possible to
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use the redundancy introduced in partial response techniques to apply some error
correction [24]. By feeding the outputs Sit through an inverse linear filter with response
1/(1- D) an estimate for bit is obtained. From this estimate it can be seen if this output
is Bit allowabie. Whenever a single error is made, say Bit = 81t + 1, the output bit at
that time will he one unit higher than the corresponding input bit. Because of the
feedback, the error propagates in the circuit and raises all subsequent values bit by one
unit as weIl. At the first time k' ~ k for which bit' = M - 1, an unallowabie level
bit' = M will be observed and the error is detected. Now this bit' can be reset and error
propagation ceases. Of course the same is valid for negative errors when bit' < O. The
error-detection circuit yields additional information beyond simply detecting the error.
First, the direction of the excursion obviously tells the polarity of the error. Second,
observe that whenever bit = 0 it is certain that no positive error is circulating in the
circuit, since that would imply bit < 0; similarly bit = M - 1 implies no negative error.
When detecting an error it is therefore certain that it occurred in the finite time span
since the last time when bit = 0 for positive errors and likewise for negative errors.
Now the place has to be determined where with the greatest probability the tentative
decision was taken wrongly. It is not unlogical to suppose that this error arises at the
time instant kwhere nlt had the largest magnitude with a polarity opposite to the
polarity of the tentative decision. Without going into further detail it is clear that
by implementing this simple algorithm wherein magnitudes and location of the largest
positive and negative errors are stored the performance will improve with increasing
decoding delay D. To determine how long the decoding deJay D should be, note that
the probability that an error at time k will not have been detected before time k + T is
equal to the prohability that T consecutive input symbols are not equal to 0 or M - 1:

(115)

Observe that this error probability corresponds t~· the factor 2-D in the restricted
delay bound if M = 2. For M = 2 every time unit the error probability decreases by
factor of two. For example for T = 10 the probability of an error becomes !10 ~ 10-3 .

To simulate the performance of this suboptimal receiver and compare it with pre
vious receivers, this algorithm was adapted to a binary input alphabet. In figure 46
the result for the suboptimal receiver as weIl as the cancelIer are plotted. It can indeed
he seen that a larger decoding-delay gives rise to a much better performance than a
receiver with a short decoding-delay, e.g. the cancelIer with D=I. It seems to be in
contradiction with the restricted-delay bound that the performance of the suboptimal
receiver approaches the MFB nearly. From the considerations in section 4.6.1, it was
found that for the (1 - D)-channel, d':n/b = 8, while db = 4 for all D. Remember
however that this gap of 3 dB only will arise asymptotically for very large SNR's.

5.2.2 Optimum Receiver

The 2-D optimum receiver operating on the (1 - D)-channel uses a decoding-delay of
one symbol interval. Without going into a more detailed discussion an outline will
be given of a new idea, also based on the principles of vector-channel theory, of how
the 2-D optimum reciever can adapted to have a decoding delay 2. The adaption is
to make use of the configuration of the signal vectors at moment k to say something
about the reliahility of the previous decision, alt-I' When an erroneous decision is
taken at moment k - 1, because of feedback the signal vectors ~i will be not the same
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Figure 46: Bit error probability (Pbe) versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for various
receivers operating on a channel with impulse response F(D) = 1 - D: a. cancelIer
(2-D optimum receiver); b. adapted 2·D optimum receiver; c. suboptimal receiver
Forney; mfb. matched filter bound.
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Figure 47: Two dimensional plane with four possible signal vectorsj. : ak- 1 = ak-l j

o :ak-l = -ak-l = -Ij t::. : ak-l = -ak-l = +1.

at the next time instant k. The four points in the (ä k , rk+l)-plane, indicating the signal
vectors, are then moved to the left or right by 2 units, depending on the value of the
erroneous decision taken, as can seen in figure 47.

So when a vector is received it has to lie with high probability, dependent on the
previous decisions, within the region which is demarcated by the two lines, as indicated
in figure 47. So when a signal vector is received which lies outside this region, with
high probability the previous decision cîk-l was incorrect. Because a binary alphabet
was used the correction will be simply to invert the value of cîk- 1. By this very simple
adaption with low complexity, the decoding delay of the receiver becomes D = 2. The
gain in performance can be seen from figure 46. This idea is an elaboration of Forney's
idea with 8 = 2. Of course the improvement of Forney's receiver can be larger because
its decoding delay can be much greater.

5.3 Coding

As was seen many times before the bit error probability is determined by the minimum
Euclidean distance between the output sequences of the receiver from 2 sets (sequences
starting with a '+1' and sequences starting with a '-1 '). When all possible output
sequences of length D +1 are known, the error probability is governed by the sequences
which have the smallest Eucledian distance. When the input sequences corresponding
to these output sequences are eliminated a new dD appears which will have a larger
value. Because the minimum distance is larger it is easier for the receiver to distinguish
between the output sequence, and an improvement in performance is reached. Thus
coding can increase dD and can give a performance improvement. Unfortunatelyevery
code introduces some redundancy. Every input bit has to be translated into a number
of coded bits. The code-efficiency can be expressed in terms of the code-rate R. The
asymptotic coding gain GD is now defined as

GD = Rdb(coded)
db(uncoded) .

(116)
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Figure 48: Data-aided equalizer.

This equality indicates the saving in required energy-per-bit to noise-power-density
ratio of the coded scheme relative to the uncoded case [44].

For the partial response F(D) = 1 - D, dD(uncoded) was found to equal 4 for all
D. When a simple bi-phase code is used dHcoded) becomes 20. Because the rate
of this code is 1/2, the gain G I amounts to 4 dB. Remember that a decoding-delay
of one time-unit indicates that the performance of the decoder is very low. For a
decoding-delay of 3, di = 24 and Gg becomes 4.7 dB.

In general it is difficult to find a simple code which performs very weil. To get the
best gain it is necessary to find dD and the corresponding error-event. When the new
dD has almost the same value as the old one, again the corresponding error event has
to be discarded. This procedure can be continued. Always a compromise has to be
found between the rate, distance (coding gain) and the complexity of the decoder.

5.4 Extension of the Theory Derived by Mueller and Salz

5.4.1 Summary of Theory Mueller and Salz

A data-aided equalizer (cancelIer) is shown in figure 48. A data-sequence {ak} whose
elements are assumed to be independent uniformly distributed discrete random vari
ables is applied to a channel having an impulse response Ik. White Gaussian noise is
added before the received signal is applied to the linear receiving filter with impulse
response Wk. The autocorrelation function of the channel impulse response is defined
as

(117)

in which '*' denotes linear convolution and (f-h ~ I-A:. all k. The FBF is a transversal
filter with coefficients qk. lts output is determined by the past detected symbols
ak-t. ... ,ak - N2 where N2 is the length of the filter. The preliminary decisions <ik

made by the simple receiver are fed into an FFF with length NI. Clearly, by making
use of the future data symbols up to moment k + NI, a decoding delay D of at least
NI has to be introduced. Now the output signal ~k can be written as:

~k = (a * I * wh + (n * W)k - (<i *ph - (ä *qh· (118)
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When this equation is elaborated, the squared error at the input of the detector is
found to be:

- 2(êi - ah
00

i=-oo

00

j=-oo
00 00

+ L Wink-i L Wjnk_j + crossterms between a and n, (120)
'=-00 j=-oo

in which 6k denotes the Kronecker delta function. Under the usual assumption that ak
and nA: are statistically independent and that all relevant preliminary and final decision
are correct, the MSE E, defined as

(121 )

is easily seen to equal

00 00

= L (/ * W - P - q - 6)lE(ak-i ak-j) + L wiwjE[nk-ink-j]

=

',j=-oo
00 00

L [I * W - P - q - 6]l + (12 L
i,j=-oo

(122)
'=-00 '=-00

because E(aiaj) = 6i - j and E(ninj) = (128i _ j . To determine the optimal filter coef
ficients of the FFF and FBF, equation (122) is first differentiated with respect to Pi

and then with respect to qi:

ae
[(/ *W) - pjk = 0, -NI ~ k ~ -1, (123)--

apk
ae

[(/ * W) - q]k = 0, 1 ~ k ~ N2. (124)--
aqk

The immediate conclusion from this equations is that

Pi = (/ * W)i, - NI ~ i ~ -1,
qi = (/ * W)i, 1 ~ i ~ N2 .

Inserting this result into equation (122) the MSE becomes:

(125)

E=

00

L (/*w)l+[(/*w)o-lj2+(12 L
i<-NI ,i>N2 i=-oo

2
wi' (126)

To obtain the optimum receiver filter coefficients {Wk}, let the optimized overall im
pulse response of the cascade of channel and receiving filter be denoted as

By differentiating equation (126) with respect to Wk. all k, it follows that

(127)

L 2Ud-k+i + 2(Uo - 1)/-k + 2(12Wk = 0,
i<-NI ,i>N2

all k. (128)
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Hence the optimum receiving filter must satify:

all k. (129)

The interpretation of this equaton is standard: the optimum receiving filter is com
prised of a matched filter having impulse response I-k in cascade with a transversal
filter having taps only on those locations where the FFF and FBF has none.

To obtain the central result, an expression for the optimal mse, equation (129) is
multiplied by Wk and summed over all k

(1- Ua) '%;00 I-,w, - ,~oo (.<-E>N, Ud-H'W')

= (1 - Uo)Uo - L ul
i<Nl,i>N2

(130)

This yields with the aid of (126), (127) and (130) the result:

E: =
00

L ul + (Uo - 1)2 + (12 L W~
i<-N1 ,i>N2 k=-oo

L ul + (Uo - 1)2 + (1 - Uo)Uo - L ul
i<-N1 ,i>N2

(1 - Uo), (131 )

(132)

and the optimum MSE will be:

I E:opt = 1 - Uo I

Now the value Uo of the optimaloverall impulse response has to be determined. To
this end equation (129) is convolved by Ik and summed over all k. This yields

(133)

(12 Uk = (1 - UO)Rk - L UiRk-i all k.
i<-N1 ,i>N2

(134)

For NI = N 2 = 0 all filter coefficients vanish. When solving the remaining equation,
the standard result for the optimum linear equalizer is obtained as Mueller and Salz
show. When the filters have infinite length, so that NI = N 2 = 00, a very simple
expression for Uo arises

(12UO= (1 - Uo)Ra,

Ra
Uo = Ra 2'+(1

Thus the optimum mse for this case is

(135)

(136)

(137)
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Figure 49: Probability density function (PDF) of input symbols to the quantizer:
a. no error propagation; b. error propagation.

5.4.2 Extension

First an outline will be given of an idea which enables a receiver to make use of
conditioned precurcive IS!. To this end the example F(V) = 1 - V will again be used.
While Mueller and Salz only required that at moment k the output signalof the
receiving filter should have the value ak, in the extension a response of - !aHI + ak

is wanted when ak is the inputsymbol at moment k. The inftuence of further fut ure
symbols is supposed to be zero. From the derivation of Mueller and Salz one can
sense, and this will proved later on, that the impulse response of the FFF will be
{O, 0, ... , - ~}. The coefficients of the FBF and the receiving filter are optimized in
respect to the minirnazation of the MSE at the input of the detector. When there is
no error propagation

(138)

and the PDF of the inputsymbols will occur at the input of the detector (see figure 49).
When however error propagation is present another distribution is obtained:

1 1
(-2ak-1 + ak + nk) - (2ak-tl

(ak + nk) - aHl

(139)

(140)

When one of the extreme data values -2 or +2 is detected, it is certain that the
transmitted bit was -lor +1. But it is also certain that there was error propagation
and also what type of error propagation, viz. ak-l = +1 or -1 respectively. When a
value near 0 is detected, the decision will be very unreliable and error propagation is
likely with ak = -ak-l' A ftag can be set to mark this event. It is logical that the
structure of the simple bit-by-bit detector has to be adapted to the above described
distributions to take advantage of the additional information which is now available in
its inputsignal. So by making use of a weil known PDF of the input symbols to the
quantizer, obtained by introducing conditioned ISI, the performance of the system can
become better.

The optimization of the filter coefficients can be done in two manners. The first
manner is the method of Lagrange, the second involves an MSE approach.
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Manner 1

Mueller and Salz derived the mse by minimizing

(141)

with constraints only to the lengths of the FFF and FBF. The extension will be to
condition precursive ISI, and the new optimization problem will be to minimize E with
respect to the constraints

u* W)-1 V-I,

U * W)-2 V- 2,

(142)

U * W)-N V_No

With the method of Lagrange the Lagrangian can be written as

-1

E' = e + L JldU * W)i - Vi],
i=-N

(143)

with the conditions

(144)-N < i < -1.
OE'
- =O~ Ui =Vi,
OJli

In the same way as in section 5.4.1 the optimal cancelIer coefficients can be determined
by differentiating e' with respect to Pi and qi. This yields

Pi = U * W)i, -00 < I < -N,

qi = U *W)i, 1 < I < 00.

The new MSE hence becomes:

+00 -1

e' = [U * w)o - 1]2 + 0'2 L W; + L JldU * W)i - Vi].
i=-oo i=-N

(145)

(146)

By differentiating this equation with respect to Jli, i E {I, ... , N}, the following con
dition for the optimum receiving filter is found for the case of conditioned ISI:

all k (147)

Just as shown before, by multiplying equation 147 by Wk and summing over all k the
MSE becomes:

+00 -1

e' (Uo - 1)2 + 0'2 L wi + L Jli(Uj - Vd
k=-oo i=-N

(148)
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so the optimum E~pt is:

(149)

To determine the only unknown in this equation, convolve 147 by Ik and sum over all
k. This yields:

all k (150)

Now there are N + 1 equations available with N + 1 unknowns:

and this problem can be solved by matrix inversion.

Manner 2

The MSE is now defined as:

-1

E' = E + 2: [(I * W)i - Vi]2.
i=-N

(151 )

(152)

By differentiating this equation with respect to Wk, the following equation for the
optimum receiving filter is found:

-1

(12 Wk = (1 - Ua)/-k - L (Ui - Vi)lk-i,
i=-N

Now the optimum MSE becomes:

all k. (153)

+00 -1

E~pt (Ua - 1)2 + (12 2: W~ + L (Ui - Vi )2
k=-oo i=-N

-1

= (I - Ua) + 2: [Vi(Vi - Udl
i=-N

(154)

(155)

Now the N = 1 unknowns are the coefficients of the optimized overall impulse response
which can be obtained by convolving equation (153) by Ik and summing over all k:

-1

(12Uk = (1 - Ua)Rk - L (Ui - Vi)Rï.
i=-N

Now there are again N + 1 equations available with N + 1 unknowns:

and this problem can be solved by matrix inversion.

(156)

(157)
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5.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter a few methods were discussed which can improve the performance of
a receiver operating on a fixed channel impulse response, where F(D) = 1 - D was
used as an illustrative example. The first possibility is to design a receiver with a
larger decoding delay. The 2-D optimum receiver, which a simple adaption having a
decoding-delay of 2, gives an improvement in performance. The suboptimal receiver
of Forney gives an even better performance by making use of a long decoding delay,
and still it has a low complexity.

Another possibility to improve the performance is to encode the input-sequence.
By this method dD can be increased. With a simple BiPhase-like code an improvement
of 4 dB is obtained for the (1 - D)-channel over the uncoded case, while the decoder
complexity is very low. Finally an extension of the theory developed by Mueller and
Salz was presented. By conditioning precursive ISI the input signalof the quantizer
contains additional information which can be used to correct errors. The way the
quantizer has to be adapted to make use of this information needs further examination.
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6 Conclusions

6.1 Introduction

In this report data transmission systems were investigated which are hampered by
intersymbol interference (ISI) and additive white Gaussian noise. To detect optimally
a receiver for such a system should invoke all the useful energy in the detection process.
In practice not even the highly complicated maximum likelihood sequence detector
(MLSD), which is the most powerful receiver conceivable, is always capable of achieving
this ideal. The MLSD uses the entire received sequence to estimate the transmitted
symbols. Forney derived a classicallower bound on the performance ofthe MLSD. This
bound is governed by the minimum Euclidian distance dmin between all potentially
received sequences. Because the MLSD is unacceptably complex for most realistic
channels, many researchers have tried to design receivers with the same performance
as the MLSD, but with a lower complexity. The ISI-canceller promised to be such a
receiver. It has a very low complexity and it has been shown that it achieves MLSD
performance under the overly optimistic assumption that error propagation does not
occur.

6.2 2-D Optimum Receiver

With the aid of vector communication theory a receiver for the (1 - l')-channel was
derived which has an optimum performance under certain assumptions. These assump
tions are a realist ic signal-to-noise ratio, feedback of faultless decisions, and a detection
delay of only one symbol interval. It could be demonstrated that for the (l-l')-channel
the cancelIer is essentially equivalent to this 2-D optimum receiver. Based on geomet
rie arguments it was proved that the 2-D optimum receiver and thus the ISI-canceller
often lags far behind the MLSD in performance. From two-dimensional vector planes
it could be seen that the performance of the receiver was determined by the minimum
Euclidian distance between the signal vectors. This distance is 3 dB smaller than dmin.

Hence this receiver can never reach the performance of the MLSD.

6.3 Restricted-Delay Bound

Restrietions to the decoding-delay have also been recognized by other researchers as a
reason for a decreased receiver performance. In this report a simple lower bound has
been derived on the performance of any receiver with a restricted decoding-delay D.
This restricted-delay bound is a better measure for the performance of a receiver than
Forney's bound. It is also much easier to calculate dD than to calculate dmin. With
the restricted-delay bound it is possible to predict how much performance degradation
a receiver with a fixed decoding-delay will incur, and conversely which decoding-delay
is at least required to reach a specified performance level.

The performance level specified by the restriced-delay bound is governed by the
minimum Euclidian distance dD between any two potentially received sequences with
length D + 1. For most partial response channels dD initially grows as a function of
D and then attains a constant value strictly smaller than d min . For high SNR's the
restricted-delay bound is normally tighter than Forney's bound. Conversely, Forney's
bound can only be tighter for sufficiently large decoding-delays. For many channel
impulse responses, e.g. the bipolar partial response, the new bound states that it is
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more useful to design receivers which perform 'moderately', but have a large delay,
than to design receivers which are 'optimal' for a short delay.

6.4 Minimum-Phase Channels

Using the fact that minimum-phase functions have their energy optimally concen
trated near the time-origin, it was shown that minimum-phase channels give rise to
the smallest value of dD among all channels with a given amplitude response. Bence,
for optimum performance a given non-minimum phase impulse response has to be
transformed into a minimum-phase response. This can be accomplished by supplying
the received data-sequence to a phase equalizer before further processing.

For receivers with a decoding-delay 0 such as the DFE and operating on minimum
phase channels, the restricted delay bound is practically tight. For channels with
memory length 1, an ISI-canceller can at most gain 1 dB in respect to a DFE whereas
this gain is 3 dB for channels with memory length 2.

6.5 Magnetic Recording ChanneIs

For a dass of digital magnetic recording systems Forney's bound has been compared to
the restricted-delay bound for various values of D and as a function of the information
density on the magnetic medium. These results indicate that receivers with a low
complexity (D = 0) approximate the MLSD-performance to within 1 dB for all medium
densities. Already for decoding-delays DassmalI as 2, MLSD-performance is virtually
achieved for most densities. For low densities the impulse responses look like the partial
response (1 - D) and will always give rise to an asymptotic loss of 3 dB to Forney's
bound, independent of the decoding-delay.

6.6 Methods to Improve the Performance

For every channel impulse response it is possible to calculate dD as a function of D.
By doing so, a distance profile arises from which it can be seen how large the decoding
delay at least has to be to approach Forney's bound. From the restricted-delay bound,
it follows that the most obvious method to improve the performance of receiver is to
increase the decoding-delay to a sufficiently large value. Coding is an other way to
increase the Eulidian distance between potentially received sequences. For example,
with the aid of a very simple BiPhase-like code it is possible to gain 4 dB over the
uncoded case for the (1 - D)-channel. This code has a rate of 1/2. A last method
considered in this report is founded on the theory of Mueller and Salz. By conditioning
pre-cursive ISI additional information about the occurrence of error propagation can be
made available to the detector, thus enabling it to apply error correction techniques.
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A Optimum Receiver Principles

A.I Basic Approach to Optimum Receiver Design

The transmitted signal si(t), the disturbing noise n(t) and the received signal r(t) in
figure 1 of section 2.2.1 are random processes. Such a process can be specified in terms
of joint density functions. Wozencraft and Jacobs proposed to analyze communica
tion systems by finding a way to replace all waveforms by finite dimensional vectors
for which the joint density functions can calculated [54]. They show in their book
"Principles of Communication Engineering" that this replacement is often permissi
bie. Because their ideas are important for a part of the research described in this
report, the most important principles of their theory are reproduced here.

A.2 Vector Channels

A N-dimensional vector communication system is shown in figure 50. The transmitter
is defined by a set of M signal vectors, {i} When a = ai, the vector i is transmitted,

i=O,I, ... ,M-1. (158)

The vector channel disturbs the transmission and emits a random vector

(159)

Consider a vector channel to be defined mathematically if and only if the entire
set of M conditional density functions Pr.cl~ = ~i) is known. For brevity this set is
denoted by P!I~' Given that any particular vector, say !. = e, is received, where

(160)

the optimum receiver must determine from its knowLedge of Pd~' {i} and {PlaiD which
one of the possible transmitter inputs {ai} has maximum a posteriori probability. More
precisely, the optimum receiver sets a= ai whenever

i=O,I, ... ,M-l, i 1: j. (161)

When the receiver sets a = ai, the conditional probability of a correct decision, given
that !. = e, is

p[elr. = p] = P[ai Ir. = pl·
- -

r-----',
I noise I

Iinterference I
I I

(162)

a
- ~-. transmitter
{ai}

§
-- channel

h i
}

r
receiver

Figure 50: A vector communication system.
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The unconditional probability of correct decision can be written

(163)

Since p!:.(e) ~ 0 it is c1ear that P[C] is maximized by maximizing P[cl!: = e] for each
received vector e. Ir two or more ai yield the same a posteriori probability, the receiver
may select ei from among them in any arbitrary way, for instance, by choosing the one
with the smallest index, without affecting the probability of error. Determination of
the a posteriori probabilities {P[ail! = eD follows from the mixed form of Bayes rule,

(164)

Since the event a = ai implies the event ~ = ~i, and conversely, it follows that

(165)

Finally, since Pr(P) is independent of the index i, from equations (161) and (165) one
may conclude that the optimum receiver, on observing r = p, sets ei = ai whenever
the decision function -

(166)

is maximum for i = j. A receiver that determines ei by maximizing only the factor
p!:.(el§. = §.i) without regard to the factor P[at ] is called a maximum-likelihood receiver.
Such a receiver is often used when the a priori probabilities {PlaiD are not known.
A maximum likelihood receiver yields the minimum probability of error when the
transmitter inputs are all equally likely.

A.3 Decision Regions

When receiving some point r = e, the receiver can calculate P[ai]pr.(el§. = §.t) from
knowledge of the functions P!:It which define the channel and thereby determine ei
in accordance with the preceding discussion. This calculation can be carried out for
every point ein the N -dimensional vector space. Each such point is thereby assigned to
one and only one of the possible inputs {ai}. Thus, the decision rule of equation (166)
implies a partitioning ofthe space into disjoint regions, say {lil. Each region comprises
all points such that whenever the received vector r is in [i the optimum receiver sets
ei equal to ai. The correspondence

(167)

defines the optimum receiver. The regions {li} are called optimum decision regions.
The optimum receiver makes an error when a = ai if and only if r falls outside [i.

A.4 Additive Gaussian Noise

To illustrate a relatively straigthforward situation, consider the case in which the
channel disturbs the signal vector (as shown in figure 51) simply by adding to it a
random noise vector
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Figure 51: An N-dimensional vector communication system.

(168)

The random signal vector !l. = (SI, S2,' .. , SN) and received vector rare then related
by

r=~+!l= (sl+nl,s2+n2, ... ,sN+nN). (169)

Since equation (169) implies that r = p when § = §Î if and only if !l = p - ~Î, the
conditional density functions Pr.l! are gi;en by -

(170)

Now the often-reasonable assumption is made that !l and !! are statistically indepen
dent:

Hence

p'!(e - il!! = i) = p'!(e - i),
The decision function of equation (166) is therefore

P[aÎ]p'!(e - i).

all i.

(171 )

(172)

(173)

(175)

(176)

An especially simple and important case is that in which the N components of !1 are
etatistically independent, zero-mean, Gaussian random variables, each with variance
/72:

Pn«') ~ (2~U~)NI2 .xp ( - 2~2 t, ,,1) . (174)

The notation can be contracted by observing that the squared-length of any vector g

is defined to be the dot product of g with itself:

N

1012 = O. 0 = '""" 0
2

- - - ~"
Î=l

where the {ad are the Cartesian coordinates of g. Thus equation (174) can be written

( ) 1 -lcrI2/2<72
p'! ~ = (21l"U 2)N72e - .

Substituting equation (176) in equation (173) for this p'! the optimum receiver sets
a= ai whenever

P[aÎle-IE-~iI2/2<72 (177)

is maximum for i = j. (The factor (21l"U 2(N/2 is independent of i and its discarding
entails no loss of optimality). Note that maximizing the expression of equation (177)
is equivalent to finding that value of i which minimizes

(178)
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Figure 52: A diversity vector communication system.

Here the term Ie - ~i12 is the square of the Eucledian distance between the points e
and Ili :

N

lp - il2 ="(p. - i)2._ ~ 1 1

i=1

Whenever all ai have equal a priori probability, the optimum decision rule is to assign
a received point e to ai if and only if e is c10ser to the point §.i than to any other
possible signal. Once the decision regions {li} have been determined, an expression
for the conditional probability of correct decision folIows immediately:

For additive equal.variance Gaussian noise this becomes

P[Clai ] = [ p (p _ §.i)dp = 1 [e-le-~112/2cr2 dp.
J[i -n - - (21rU 2)N/2 J[i -

The overall probability of error is

M-l

P[E:] ~ 1 - P[C] = 1 - L P[ai]P[C/ai ].
i=O

A.5 Multivector Channels

(180)

(181 )

(182)

In the diversity communication system shown in figure 52, in which the transmitted
vector §. is applied at the input of two different channels and the receiver observes the
output of both, it is natural to describe the total receiver input r in terms of vectors
r l and r 2 that are associated with each channel individualIy:

(183)

where

(184)

(185)
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Figure 53: An arbritary vector communication system described in terms of two output
vectors.

Given that vectors r l = el and r 2 = e2 are received, the a posteriori probability of
the ith message is

(186)

where e~ (e\e2 ). With this notation, the optimum decision rule of equation (166) is
written: set a= ai if and only if

(187)

is maximum for i=j.

A.6 Theorem of Irrelevance

Theorem

An optimum receiver may disregard a vector r 2 if and only if

(188)

Equation (188) is a necessary and sufficient condition for ignoring r 2 . A sufficient
condition is that

(189)

Proof

Consider the arbitrary vector channel in figure 53 in which two inputs r l and r2 are
available to the receiver.

Let us determine the conditions under which the receiver may disregard r2 with
out affecting the probability of error. The optimum decision ruIe is again given by
equation (187). By factoring the right-hand side of this equation in accordance with
Bayes rule, it is clear an optimum receiver sets a = a; following the observation
r l = el, r2 = e2 if and only if the decision function

(190)
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Figure 54: Insertion of a reversible operation, G, between channel and receiver. The
operation inverBe to G is denoted G- I .

is maximum for i = j. If r 2 , when conditioned on r l , is statistically independent of §.,
then for every value of e2

2 . I I
Pr? (e I§. = §.' ,r = e ) Pr.2 (e2lrl = el)

a number indepent of i. (191)

Therefore, the knowledge that r 2 = e2 can never enter into the determination of
which value of i maximizes the expression of equation (190); an optimum receiver may
therefore totally ignore r 2 •

A.7 Theorem of Reversibility

Theorem

The minimum attainable probability of error is not affected by the introduction of a
reversible operation at the output of a channel as shown in figure 54a.

Proof

As indicated in figure 54b an operation G is reversible if the input r 2 can be exactly
recovered from the output r l . In such a case it is obvious that

(192)

By the theorem of irrelevance, it follows that r 2 may be discarded.
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B Probability of Error for Two Equally Likely Antipo
dal Signals

The Q-function is defined as

Q(a) ~ vk i oo
exp ( _:2) d~.

With the aid of this function it is easy to derive an expression for the error prob
ability in the case of two inputsymbols mO and mi and their corresponding signal
vectors !IQ,!!l when it is assumed that:

• The input symbols are equally likely and their signal vectors are spaced by an
Euclidian distance de;

• Every signal vector component is corrupted by white Gaussian noise having a
probability density function

1 (_~2)
Pn(~) = ~exp 2(72 • (194)

When P[elmi
] denotes the probability of erroneous detection of the corresponding

signal vector !!i, it is clear that

(195)

When a signal vector !Ii is corrupted by a noise vector n, this will result in the vector
r = ~i + n. A detection error occurs if the length of the projection of n along the
direction of i - !I; exceeds de/2, so that r falls on the wrong side of the decision
hyperpJane halfway between §i and §;. So

Pre] = {(X) ~exp (-4) d~ = Q (2
d

)h 271"(72 2(7 (7
2

(196)

which follows from equation (193). A more familiar expression emerges by noting that

d2 = l!Ii _ !!;1 2 l!!il2 _ 2(!!i. !I;) + 1!!;12

= 2Eb - 2(!!i • !!;)2 (197)

where Eb is the average energy per bit. When i and !!; are antipodal, i.e. !!i = -!I;,
it follows directly that d2 = 4Eb. So pre] can be written as

(198)

It can be seen that the error probability is a function only depending on the SNR at
the output of the channel. It is therefore identical to the result obtained for matched
filtering. In general, for any signal constellation, the error probability can be written
as

(199)

in which Kl and K 2 are constants independent of the noise power (72.
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C Proof of the Equivalence of Equation (34) and Equa
tion (40)

In section 3.2 the decision ruies for the 2-0 optimum receiver and the cancelIer are
derived when the channel has an impuise response F(D) = 1 - D. To prove that the
decision rule of the 2-0 optimum receiver

(200)

causes the same decision regions to arise as the decision ruIe of the cancelIer

(201)

. . h hh' h' h Ó - d ÓIt IS enoug to prove t e next t eorem m w JC X = 4k an y = rk+ 1.

Theorem

When 1[x,y]
and g[x, y]

Ó
=x-y+sgn(x),
Ó
= x - y + sgn(y + sgn[x]), (202)

Proof

Since

then sgn(1[x, yJ) = sgn(g[x, yJ) for all x, y.

sgn(y + sgn[xJ) = sgn(x) for Iyl < 1,

onIy the case Iyl ~ 1 bas to he considered. When y ~ 1,

sgn(y + sgn[xJ) #- sgn(x)

onIy if x < O. Then (x - y) < -1, so that

sgn(1[x, yJ) = sgn(g[x, yJ) = sgn(x - y).

(203)

(204)

(205)

When y S -1, equation (204) holds only if x ~ 0, y < -1. Then (x - y) > 1 so
equation (205) hoids also.
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D Derivation of Decision Rules for a (1 - D)-Channel
with M-ary Input and for Channels with Memory
Length 1.

D.I Introduction

In this appendix extensive use is made of the principles of vector communication sys
tems. The most important part necessary for a good understanding of this appendix is
reproduced in appendix A. Besides it is recommendable to fint read chapter 3 because
there the starting-points are given for this appendix.

D.2 Derivation of Decision Rule for a (1 - D)-Cbannel witb M-ary
Input

D.2.1 2-D Optimum Receiver

Assume an M-ary alphabet (equation (46)). Because there are M decision regions
the number of decisions lines will be M - 1. In figure 55 the example with M = 4 is
shown. As can be seen from this figure, the vertical distance between two neighbouring
decision lines varies when walking along the horizontal axis.

1

T
•

o
u

Figure 55: Decision lines for a (1- D)-channel with a M-ary input: a: (äk, rk+d-planej
b: (u, v)-plane.

For this reason it is difficult to write down the decision rule at once. But it is notabie
that in the direction rHl = -äk the distance between two lines is constant. So by
making use of a transformation it is possible to have equal vertical distances between
the transformed lines and thus to write down the decision rule in the transformed
plane. The transformation to be used is

T : { U = rk+l + ~k, (206)
tl = rk+l - ak·

To determine the equations of the transformed decision lines, first the equations of the
decision lines in the (äk, rk+d-plane have to be written down. The easiest way is to
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divide the (ak,rk+d-plane by the lines 1 and 2 into three regions A,B,C, by which
also every decision line is divided into three parts. Within one region the decision Iines
have the same gradient and differ only in their rk+l-intercept. Therefore it is simple
to apply the transformation to the three sets of equations, by which (of course) three
regions arise in the (u, v )-plane. The equations of the lines 1, 2 and the three parts of
the decision lines with their transformation separateley look like:

I rk+l = -ak + (-M + 1) ~ u = -M + 1. (207)

2 rk+l = -ak + (M - 1) ~ u = M - 1. (208)

A { rk+l = ak + (31 ~ V = (31, (209)
(31 E {-M + 3,-M + 7, ........ . ,3M - 5}.

B {ak = (32 ~ v = u - 2(32, (210)
(32 E {-M + 2, -M + 4, ......... , M - 4, M - 2}.

C : { rk+l = ak + (33 -!... V = (33, (211)
(33 E {-(3M - 5), ......... ,M -7,M - 3}.

From the set of equations A,B,C, it can indeed be seen that the vertical distance
between two lines in the (u, v)-plane is always constant and equal to four for the M -ary
input alphabet. When having a closer look at these sets it is clear that the equation
for one decision line can be given by a set only depending on the value of (32:

{

V = (M - 1) - 2(32. u > (M - 1),
v = u - 2(32, lul S (M - 1),
v = -(M - 1) - 2(32, u < -(M - 1).

(212)

When a hard limiting function fM( u) is used (defined by equation (48)), equation (212)
can be rewritten as:

The decision rule now becomes

(213)

{

(M - 1),
ák = V,

-(M - 1),
-2(V - 1) <

[-v + fM(U)] >
[-v + fM(U)] <
[-v + fM(U)] <

2(M - 2),
2(V + 1),

-2(M - 2).
(214)

where V E {-(M - 3), ... , (M - 3)}. With the uniform M-Ievel quantizer function
q(x) defined by equation (49), the decision rule can be compressed to the form:

(215)

By the transformation T the decision rule in the transformed plane is derived. To
get the decision rule in the (a k , rk+d-plane only the inverse transformation has to be
made. This yields the decision rule

(216)
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~ ale+1 rn rle+1

§.o -1 -1 -1 -1- ~
~l -1 +1 -1 +1- ~
§2

- - - -- -.

+1 -1 +1 -1 +~
--! ---- ---~_.. - --- - - --- -

~ +1 +1 +1 +1+~

Table 3: Four possible signal vectors.

D.2.2 CancelIer

The derivation of the decision rule of the cancelIer is much simpier than the derivation
given above for the 2-0 optimum receiver. From the equations of section 3.2.2 it
follows that the treatment of ISI does not depend on the input alphabet. Because ale
is no longer a two-Ievel signal but an M-Ievel signal, the detector has to be an uniform
M-Ievel quantizer. The decision rule is simply obtained by changing the 'sgn'-operator
in equation (40) into a 'q'-operator:

(217)

D.3 Derivation of Decision Rule for Channels with Memorylength
1 and Binary Input

Suppose the channel impulse response is given by

F(D) = 1 + ~D. (218)

By considering a two-dimensional vector communication system a two-dimensional
plane can be drawn with the two vectors äle and rle+1:

(219)

along the axes. This can be done because the noise-components involved in the two
symbols are uncorrelated. The corresponding signal vectors (when nle = nlc+1 = 0) are
shown in table 3.

Because of the duality of (1 - ~D) and (1 + ~D) channels (see appendix E), it is
enough to consider equation (218) only for ~ ~ o.

D.3.1 2-D Optimum Receiver

Because of the mirror symmetry of the signal vectors relative to zero it is sufficient to
derive the decision lines for the positive rIc+1-coordinates. The optimum receiver will
use the following decision rule for the received signal vector e:

. { so, si <===} ale = -1} .P asslgned to - 2 -3 ' 1 was mput.
- § , §. <===} ale = + (220)

Using the theory of vector communication channels it is possible to derive the decision
-lines and -regions. For the example shown in figure 56 this will now be done.
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~l

_-+-__""o-+--.L_--::::;~=-__-+-__--+---.,.-_·

! Qk

Figure 56: Derivation of decision lines of 2- D optimum receiver operating on a channel
having impulse response F(P) = 1 + ti.P, ti. ~ 0.

Derivation of Equation Line 1

!O=(-I,-I-ti.)}{ gradient §.o§.3:1+ti.
§.3 = (+I,+I+ti.) midpoint between §.o and §.3: (0,0) (221)

The gradient of the vector perpendicular to the gradient of the vector !O!3 is ï~li.'

The equation of Hoe 1 becomes:

(222)

Derivation of Equation Line 2

!l = (-1,+1- ti.) } {gradient §.1§.3: ti.
§.3 = (+1,+1 + ti.) midpoint between ~l and §.3: (0, I) (223)

The gradient of the vector perpendicular to the gradient of the vector !l§.3 is k. The
equation of line 2 becomes:

1 _
rk+l = - ti. Qk + 1.

The point of intersection between lines 1 and 2 is:

(224)

(225)

Now that the equation of these lines are determined it is possible to write down the
equation of the decision line which consists of three parts:

"+1 = {

1 - 1 >-li.Qk+ , Qk
1 - läkl <- i+-~ Qk,

-.läk - 1 ak <t:. ,

ti.(1 + ti.),
ti.(1 + ti.),

-ti.(1 + ti.).
(226)
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Because r k+1 is not always (viz. not when -1 < 6 < 0) a function of ak In a
mathematical way, it is impossible to write

(227)

By making use of a coordinate transformation (the idea for this is obtained from the
previous section) it is possible to give a decision rule. The transformation is:

(228)

(As can seen the transformation used in the previous section can be denoted by T-I).
With this transformation the set of equations for the decision lines of equation (226)
becomes:

{

-6, u > -6(1 + 6 + ~2),

v = 1+t:.
1
+t:. 2 u, lul ~ -6(1 + ~ + 6 2),

+6, u < ~(1+~+62).

With the aid of a hard limiting function ft:.(x),

(229)

-6(1 + ~ + ~2),

-6(1 + ~ + 6 2),
6(1+6+~2),

(230)

the decision rule turns out to be:

Êz k = sgn(-v - 6ft:.(u)). (231)

By applying the inverse transformation T~1 to this decision ruIe in the (u, v)-plane
the decision rule in the (ab rk+d-plane is found to.be:

(232)

D.3.2 CancelIer

Byelaborating equation (40) for the case of a channel with memory length L=1 it
turns out that the decision rule of the cancelIer is:

(233)

Again the cancelIer uses three decisions to get its final decision. Because there is a
great similarity with section 3.2.2 in which the decision-procedure is described in the
case ~ = -1 only the three parts of this procedure are given without any further
comment.

First Decision

(234)
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Third Decision

ak = (~rHl + rk) - ~aHl - ~àk-l

(rk - ~(h-d + ~rHl - ~aHl

ak + ~rHl - ~ak+I.

(235)

(236)

(237)

{
+1,
-1,

(238)
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E Duality of Partial Response Systems

Theorem 1

Assume a channel model as given in figure 57a. When the input symbols a" are
independent uniformly distributed and n" is an additive zero mean white Gaussian
noise sequence, the channel impulse response I" will give rise to the same performance
as the channel impulse response I~ = (-1)" Ik.

Proof

The performance of the system shown in figure 57a. will be subject to no change when
an alternating sequence (-1)" is multiplied with both the input and output signal as
is shown in figure 57b. The received symbols rÁ: then become

rÁ:=(-I)"r" = (-I)"[(a*f),,+n,,]

(-1)' [(Éa.-'h) + n.J

(_1)" [(ÉaÁ:-i(-I)"-i h ) +n,,]

L

L aÁ:-i( _1)2"-ih + (-I)"n"
i=O

L

LaÁ:-i [(-l)ih] + (-I)"n"
i=O

L

L aÁ:-il: + nA:
i=O

(a' *1')" + nÁ: (239)

This argument shows that the response {I,,} can be replaced by the response {( -1)" I,,}
without information loss. Because the multiplying operation (-1)" is reversible and
instanteneous, it can also be shown that the response {(-1)" Ik} can be replaced by the
response {I,,} without information loss. It has to be noted that nÁ: is again a zero mean
whit Gaussian noise sequence. By this it is shown that both responses are equivalent
and the systems shown in figure 57b and 57c will give rise to the same performance.

Theorem 2

If the channel impulse response Ik of the system shown in figure 57a can be factorized
into two responses g" and h", then the response (g * h)" will give rise to the same
performance as the response (g' * h')", where gÁ: = (-I)"g" and hÁ: = (-I)"h".

Proof

From theorem 1 it follows that a system having impulse response I" will give the
same performance as a system having impulse response I~ = (-1)"/". When this is
elaborated for the factorized response:

1~=(-I)"/" (-I)"(g*hh
+00

(-1)" L gih,,-i
i=-oo
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+00
= L (-l)A:gi hA:_i

i=-oo

+00
L [(-l)igi] [(-l)A:-ihA:_d

i=-oo

i=-oo

= (g' *h'h

where g~::= (_l)l:gl: and h~::= (-l)l:hA: (see figure 57d).

(240)

Corrolary 1

When the input symbols aA: are independent uniformly distributed and nA: is an additive
white Gaussian noise sequence, the impulse response F(D) ::= (1 - tiD) wiJl give rise
to the same performance as the impulse response F(D) ::= (1 + ~D).

Proof

This follows immediately from theorem 1 by choosing 10 = 1 and h = -~(L ::= 2).
Then I~ ::= 1 and I: ::= ~.

Corrolary 2

When the input symbols aA: are independent uniformly distributed and nA: is an additive
white Gaussian noise sequence, the impulse response F(D) ::= (1 - D)m(1 + D)" will
give rise to the same performance as the impulse response F'(D) ::= (1 - D)"(l + D)m.

Proof

The impulse response F(D) ::= (1 - D)m(l + D)" may be factorized into a response
G(D) ::= (1- D)m and a response H(D) ::= (1 + D)". In the case when G(D) = (1 - D)m
it follows that

50

9A:=(-1)A:(~),

9~=(-1)A:9A:=(~)'

o ~ k ~ m.

o ~ k ~ m,

(241)

(242)

and
G'(D) = (1 + D)m. (243)

In the same way it can be proven that H'(D) = (1 - D)", By this it is proven that
F(D) give rise to the same performance as F'(D).
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I kk
0, .I__f_k_---J~ rk •

r~
•

I k '
__a-"'~ .....I (-i)'/> ~-k------r=-~-.

CD

0
~ ak: I--

x 9k
I

I

(-I)k :
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J

a. System with channel impulse response Uk} disturbed by additive white

G aussian noise and an independent uniformly distributed input signal ak.

b. System (a) preceded and followed by the 'modulation' of a known sequence (_I)k.

c. System equivalent to (b).

d. System equivalent to (b) when Ik can be factorized into two responses 9k and hk·

Figure 57: Duality of system having impulse response Uk} and system having impulse
response {( _1)k Ik}'
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F Reduction of Error Propagation by Precoding

F.1 Partial Response Techniques

As argumented in section 2.4, in linear equalization one of the main problems is the
noise enhancement when a zero is present in the transfer function of the channel. This
problem may arise e.g. in digital magnetic recording channels due to the use of a
differentiating playback head. To cope with this problem the channel transfer function
/k may be factorized into a sequence gk which captures the major part ofthe amplitude
distortion of /k, and a residual response hk which can be equalized without serious
noise enhancement. These techniques, originally developed to allow transmission at the
Nyquist rate, are now known as correlative level coding or partial response signalling.
Central to these techniques is the introduction of simple pre- an decoding schemes to
prevent serious error propagation in recovering the transmitted sequence.

F.2 Mathematical Model of PR-Systems

F.2.1 Without Precoding

A sequence can be represented by a power series in the delay operator D which is
equivalent to the inverse of the z-transform variabIe z. The input sequence is thus
represented by

00

A(D) = L ak Dk .
k=O

In the same way the channel impulse response can be characterized as

M

F(D) = L /k Dk .
k=O

(244)

(245)

After transmitting the input sequence over a noisy dispersive channel, the received
data sequence rk has

R(D) S(D) + N(D)

A(D)F(D) + N(D). (246)

This sequence is fed into a receiver which tries to reconstruct the data sequence A(D).
Suppose the receiver first uses a quantizer whose output is denoted by Q(D). Let

us consider the case in which the quantizer makes a hard decision. When it is assumed
that there are no errors introduced by the channel and quantizer, Q(D) = S(D).
Then by passing Q(D) through the inverse filter F-1(D) the desired output A(D) is
obtained. If however an erroneous decision is taken the inverse filtering will give rise
to error propagation. This is easily seen from the fact that F-1(D) can be expanded
into an infinite power series in D. Precoding can avoid this problem.

F.2.2 With Precoding

With precoding the inputsequence A(D) is transformed into a precoded sequence B(D)
according to:

B(D) = A(D)PR(D) ~ ~l~l mod M
F(D)

(247)
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where the modulo M operation is needed because the inputdigits of the channel are
chosen from an M-ary alphabet. The output of the noisy and dispersive channel now
becomes:

R(D) S(D) + N(D)

B(D)F(D) + N(D)

A(D) mod M. (248)

To recover the information sequence A(D) given the hard decision output Q(D). one
merely performs a modulo-M operation on Q(D). Because this modulo-M operation
is memoryless, propagation of errors in the output R(D) is avoided.
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G Tables Belonging to Chapter 4

F(O) = (1 - o)m(1 + 0)", m, n > 0, L = m + n + 1-
m n d5 d~ d~ d~ d~ d~ d~ d~ d~ ... d2

d~i" d~fb00

1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ... 4 8 8
2 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ... 8 16 24

-c- 1----1----- 1---------- ----
0 3 4 20 20 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 40 80

4 4 40 44 60 60 60 68 68 68 ... 80 112 280
-- 1--- ---- --_.-.- ---- _.-

336-
1----.-

5 4 68 132 168 172 176 180 180 184 ... 280 1008

1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ... 4 8 8
2 4 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ... 8 16 16

3
_ ..- ---,-- 1---- -_._.

24-f------
1 4 8 12 12 12 16 16 16 16 ... 16 40

4 4 20 20 20 24 28 32 36 36 ... 40 48 112
5 4 40 40 56 60 60 68 68 68 ... 112 120 336

1 4 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ... 8 16 16
2 4 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ... 8 16 24

2 3 4 4 12 12 12 16 16 16 16 ... 16 32 48
4 4 8 20 24 24 28 40 40 40 ... 40 72 112
5 4 20 24 40 60 60 64 80 84 ... 112 128 288

.. -- .-== ------ '--------

I 4 8 12 12 12 16 16 16 16 ... 16 24 40
2 4 4 12 12 12 16 16 16 16 ... 16 32 48

3 3 4 4 20 20 20 20 24 24 24 ... 24 40 80
---- _._- .. _ .._-_.- - ._- _._-_. ----,,--

4 4 4 24 28 28 40 44 44 44 48 80 160
5 4 8 24 48 60 64 68 84 84 ... 112 160 360

- .- --- ._---- -- --- - -- - .- ----- -- :-e-.---~= _.- ==---_.--==-= -=--.---'= := .----=-=-,.:-~._- -

1 4 20 20 20 24 28 32 36 36 40 48 112- --,--
f--l Ï2-2 4 8 20 24 24 28 40 40 40 ., . 40 72

4 3 4 4 24 28 28 40 44 44 44 ... 48 80 160
4: 4 4 40 40 44 44 60 60 60 ... 80 112 280
5 4 4 36 60 76 84 100 116 116 ... 160 224 560

-- . .

1 4 40 40 56 60 60 68 68 68 ... 112 120 336
-2- I-- . _.. ------ - 60- f---= --- --~--- -- -

4 20 24 40 60 64 80 84 112 128 288
5 3 4 8 24 48 60 64 68 84 84 ... 112 160 360

-4 4- 84 liG
---r-s60--4 36 60 76 100 116 ... 160 224

5 4 4 68 68 132 132 168 168 172 ... 280 336 1008

Table 4: Distance profile of channels with impulse response F(O) = (1 -o)m(1 +0)",
m,n ~ O.
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I F(D)=(l-D)m(l+D)n, m,n>O, L=m+n+1 I
~=m=;:=n=;;:~d;;rg==;=1===:di=~ ::::::;::1===;di;r=:=:~1=d=:;l;==;=~d:i=4=r==:;d~5~=d:ir6=;==d:ii'7=;==d':is=;=='.=.=;==;;d~r=~r;==::d~jj='=·n~1

1 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 ... -3.0 0
2 -7.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 ... -4.8 -1.8
3

-..--,-

~6.0
.- -_.-1----

-5.2
--::--:.-

0 -13.0 -6.0 -5.2 -5.2 -5.2 -5.2 -5.2 -5.2 ... -3.0
4 -18.5 -8.5 -8.0 -6.7 -6.7 -6.7 -6.2 -6.2 -6.2 ... -5.4 -4.0

- --- -.--
-8.8

-- --;:- ----
-5.6

.-
5 -24.0 -11.7 -7.8 -7.7 -7.6 -7.5 -7.5 -7.4 ... -4.8

1 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 ... -3.0 0
2 -6.0 -6.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 ., . -3.0 0

f---- f------ '---.-

-4.0 -2.21 3 -10.0 -7.0 -5.2 -5.2 -5.2 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 ...
4 -14.5 -7.5 -7.5 -7.5 -6.7 -6.0 -5.4 -4.9 -4.9 ... -4.5 -3.7

1--.- ._---,-
-9.2 -9.2

--- --,,---

-=6.9
1---- -_.=---

5 -19.2 -7.8 -7.5 -7.5 -6.9 -6.9 ... -4.8 -4.5

1 -6.0 -6.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 ... -3.0 0
2 -7.8 -7.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 ... -4.8 -1.8

- --
2 3 -10.8 -10.8 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 ... -4.8 -1.8

4 -14.5 -11.5 -7.5 -6.7 -6.7 -6.0 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 ... -4.5 -1.9
5 -18.6 -11.6 -10.8 -8.6 -6.8 -6.8 -6.5 -5.6 -5.4 ... -4.1 -3.5

1 -10.0 -7.0 -5.2 -5.2 -5.2 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 ... -4.0 -2.2
2 -10.8 -10.8 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 ... -4.8 -1.8

3 3 -13.0 -13.0 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -5.2 -5.2 -5.2 ... -5.2 -3.0
4 -16.0 -16.0 -8.2 -7.6 -7.6 -6.0 -5.6 -5.6 -5.6 ... -5.2 -3.0
5 -19.5 -16.5 -11.8 -8.8 -7.8 -7.5 -7.2 -6.3 -6.3 ... -5.1 -3.5

-7.5
--,-

-4.9 -4.5 -3.71 -14.5 -7.5 -7.5 -6.7 -6.0 -5.4 -4.9 ... I

2 -14.5 -11.5 -7.5 -6.7 -6.7 -6.0 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 ... -4.5 -1.9
4 3 -16.0 -16.0 -8.2 -7.6 -7.6 -6.0 -5.6 -5.6 -5.6 ... -5.2 -3.0

4 -18.5 -18.5 -8.5 -8.5 -8.0 -8.0 -6.7 -6.7 -6.7 ... -5.4 -41>
5 -21.5 -21.5 -12.0 -9.7 -8.7 -8.2 -7.5 -6.8 -6.8 ... -5.4 -4.0 I.. -=_. -

1 -19.2 -9.2 -9.2 -7.8 -7.5 -7.5 -6.9 -6.9 -6.9 ... -4.8 --=4Tl
2

. _- --_.----- ----1---.

-3.5-18.6 -11.6 -10.8 -8.6 -6.8 -6.8 -6.5 -5.6 -5.4 ... -4.1
5 3 -19.5 I -16.5 -11.8 -8.8 -7.8 -7.5 -7.2 -6.3 -6.3 ... -5.1 -3.5

4 -21.5 -21.5 -12.0 -9.7 -8.7 -=ST -7.5 -6.8 -6.8 ... -5.4 -4.0 I

5 -24'0J...:.~4.0 -11.7 -11.7 -8.8 -8.8 -7.8 -7.8 -7.7 ... -5.6 -4.8 I
--'--

Table 5: Loss in dB relative to the matched filter bound for channels with impulse
response F(D) = (1 - D)m(1 + D)n, m, n ~ O.
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--- -- -

.1 2.020 2.020 2.020 2.020 2.020 I 2.020 ... 4.000
-- --- e----------- ._- -------_.. ---

.2 2.077 2.080 2.080 2.080 2.080 2.080 ... 4.000
- _.---- -_. ~. L...___----- ---

.3 2.164 2.179 2.180 2.180 2.180 2.180 ... 4.000
-- ._- ------ -------_. ---

.4 2.275 2.316 2.319 2.320 2.320 2.320 ... 4.000

.5 2.398 2.490 2.498 2.499 2.500 2.500 ... 4.000

.6 2.528 2.700 2.715 2.718 2.719 2.720 ... 4.000

.7 2.657 2.943 2.971 2.977 2.978 2.979 ... 4.000

.8 2.778 3.216 3.264 3.274 3.277 3.279 ... 4.000

.9 2.888 3.515 3.593 3.610 3.616 3.618 ... 4.000
-_ ..

1.0 2.982 3.626 3.958 3.984 3.993 3.996 ... 4.000L. ___

3.059-
----- -_._..

1.1 3.538 3.941 3.990 3.997 3.999 ... 4.000
---,- f----- --- ---- _ .... _-------

1.2 3.117 3.449 3.918 3.985 3.996 3.999 ... 4.000
1.3 3.154 3.364 3.890 3.978 3.994 3.998 ... 4.000
1.4 3.171 3.286 3.856 3.970 3.992 3.997 ... 4.000
1.5 3.168 3.216 3.817 3.959 3.989 3.996 ... 4.000
1.6 3.146 3.156 3.773 3.946 3.985 3.995 ... 4.000
1.7 3.107 3.107 3.724 3.930 3.980 3.993 ... 4.000
1.8 3.051 3.070 3.671 3.911 3.973 3.991 ... 4.000

---I--- --_.

1.9 2.981 3.045 3.615 3.889 ~.965r.9~8 ... 4.000_._-- r--'---
2.0 2.899 3.029 3.558 3.863 3.956 3.984 ... 4.000-_._- f------ ---- --------.._- --- -- --_. . "--- ----
2.1 2.806 3.023 3.500 3.834 3.945 I 3.980 ... 1 4.000
2.2 I 2.704 3.025 3.442 3.802 3.932 ! 3.974 ... ! 4.000
2.3 2.596 3.033 3.386 3.767 3.917 3.968 ... 3.999
2.4 2.482 3.044 3.246 3.680 3.784 3.961 ... 3.999
2.5 : 2.364 2.861 2.914 : 3.366 3.443 3.661 ... I 3.846
2.6 I 2.245 2.592 2.624 3.087 3.141 3.359 ... 3.569
2.7 : 2.124 2.353 2.372 2.840 2.875 3.089 ... 3.325

--_._- _.- -- .-_._- ----
2.8 2.004 2.142 2.154 2.621 2.641 2.850 ... 3.112
2.9 1.886 1.959 1.966 2.428 2.437 2.637 ... 2.927

-_.

3.0 1.769 1.800 1.804 2.235 2.251 2.449 ... 2.766
3.1 1.655 1.663 1.665 2.051 2.058 2.279 ... 2.628
3.2 i 1.545 1.545 1.547 1.892 1.894 2.093 ... 2.510
3.3 I 1.438 1.444 1.446 1.754 1.754 1.936 ... 2.410
3.4 1.336 1.358 1.360 1.634 1.635 . 1.802 ... 2.326
3.5 1.239 1.284 1.288 1.530 1.534 1.688 ... 2.256

--
3.6 1.146 1.222 1.22~*439 1.448 1.591 ... 2.198

--::- _._-- -- --- -~- -~-
_.-

3.7 1.058 1.167 J:: 17~i _~. 360 1.373 1.508 ... 2.151
----- -_.

3.8 0.976 1.120 1.131 1.292 1.309 1.436 ... I 2.115
3.9 0.898 1.079 1.095 ! 1.232 1.254 1.374 ... 2.086

r 4.0 I 0.824 1.043 1.064 i 1.179 1.206 ! 1.321 ., . 2.065

Table 6: Distance profile of magnetic recording channels with density S.
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---- -- -- - - - .. -~._-
-_. --

.1 2.020 2.020 2.020 2.020 2.020 ... 4.000-_.. --

2:Ö-SO
--_._.-1----- ----,

.2 2.080 2.080 2.080 2.080 ... 4.000
~ -----r---- ._--_.-

.3 2.180 2.180 2.180 2.180 2.180 ... 4.000
-- ----f---- -- ---- - 1------ f---- --

.4 2.320 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.322 ... 4.000

.5 2.500 2.500 2.501 2.501 2.501 ... 4.000

.6 2.720 2.721 2.721 2.722 2.722 ... 4.000

.7 2.980 2.981 2.982 2.983 2.984 ... 4.000

.8 3.279 3.280 3.281 3.282 3.282 ... 4.000

.9 3.619 3.620 3.621 3.622 3.624 ... 4.000
- --". . _---1--- -. -- - -_ .. - I-- --- - ---_. ---- _.- --_..- .

1.0 3.998 3.999 4.000 4.000 4.000 ... 4.000
----- ----I---- -. - .-- --'-1--------1-----._- ---_.__ .

1.1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 ... 4.000
1---- -- .- .__.-1--- ---~-

1.2 3.999 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 ... 4.000
1.3 3.999 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 ... 4.000
1.4 3.999 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 ., . 4.000
1.5 3.998 3.999 4.000 4.000 4.000 ... 4.000
1.6 3.998 3.999 4.000 4.000 4.000 ... 4.000
1.7 3.997 3.999 3.999 4.000 4.000 ... 4.000
1.8 3.996 3.998 3.999 4.000 4.000 ... 4.000
. --- --_._---1-------- 1---- --1----_. ._----,-. ~- .._-.-

1.9 3.995 3.998 3.999 3.999 4.000 ... 4.000_._- --- _.- ~ _ .. _- ---- --- 1------ -- .. _-1----- - ..----
2.0 3.993 3.997 3.999 3.999 4.000 4.000
-- - _.__ ._------ ----_._-1------ --- --------
2.1 3.992 3.996 3.998 3.999 3.999 4.000
2.2 3.989 3.995 3.998 3.999 3.999 ... 4.000
2.3 3.986 3.994 3.997 3.998 3.999 ... 3.999
2.4 3.983 3.992 3.996 3.998 -3.999 ... 3.999
2.5 3.773 3.816 3.833 3.840 3.843 ... 3.846
2.6 3.483 3.533 3.553 3.562 3.566 ... 3.569
2.7 3.225 3.283 3.307 3.317 3.322 ... 3.325

1--- _.- ---. --f--' ~- ---'-
2.8 2.996 3.062 3.090 3.102 3.108 ... 3.112

-~ -_.--
2.9 2.793 2.868 2.900 2.915 2.922 ... 2.927

---- ---_. f----- -------1---- .-. --_.

3.0 2.561 2.697 2.735 2.752 2.760 ... 2.766
3.1 2.322 2.469 2.538 2.611 2.621 ... 2.628
3.2 2.121 2.248 2.298 2.399 2.462 ... 2.510
3.3 1.952 2.062 2.099 2.183 2.231 ... 2.410
3.4 1.810 1.908 1.933 2.004 2.040 ... 2.326
3.5 1.692 1.778 1.795 1.856 1.882 ... 2.256

1--. -
3.6 1.592 1.669 1.680 1.732 1.751 ... 2.198
---- .- 1---_.- -' -

3.7 1.508 1.578 1.584 1.629 1.643 ... 2.151
~ --------- --_.- .~--

1-1.553
-

3.8 1.437 1.501 1.504 1.544 ... 2.115
3.9 1.376 1.436 1.438 1.473 1.479 ... 2.086
4.0 1.325 1.381 1.382 1.413 1.417 ... 2.065

Table 7: Distance profile of magnetic recording channels with density S.
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.1 -2.97 -2.97 -2.97 -2.97 -2.97 -2.97 ... -0.00

.2 -2.85 -2.84 -2.84 -2.84 -2.84 -2.84 ... -0.00

.3 -2.67 -2.64 -2.64 -2.64 -2.64 -2.64 ... -0.00- .- . - - --- -- --- --_._---_.~ _. - _. ----_._- ------ ._-- -~---

.4 -2.45 -2.37 -2.37 -2.37 -2.37 -2.37 -0.00-- ---- --- _._-_.. f---- . --- --,---

.5 -2.22 -2.06 -2.05 -2.04 -2.04 -2.04 -0.00
- ._- -- 1--.- r---- - -_... -- f------- ... f------- ----

.6 -1.99 -1.71 -1.68 -1.68 -1.68 -1.68 ... -0.00

.7 -1.78 -1.33 -1.29 -1.28 -1.28 -1.28 ... -0.00

.8 -1.58 -0.95 -0.88 -0.87 -0.87 -0.86 ... -0.00

.9 -1.41 -0.56 -0.47 -0.45 -0.44 -0.44 ... -0.00
1.0 -1.27 -0.43 -0.05 -0.02 -0.01 -0.00 ... -0.00
1.1 -1.16 -0.53 -0.06 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 ., . -0.00

--- -- -_.----- . ---- ---- -'-'----- _.
1.2 -1.08 -0.64 -0.09 -0.02 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00

--_. ,---.- ---- --_.-_._-- -_... - -_._._- 1---. ----

1.3 -1.03 -0.75 -0.12 -0.02 -0.01 -0.00 ... -0.00
-- ~----~.----

r-:6:001.4 -1.01 -0.85 -0.16 -0.03 -0.01 ... -0.00
1.5 -1.01 -0.95 -0.20 -0.04 -0.01 -0.00 ... -0.00
1.6 -1.04 -1.03 -0.25 -0.06 -0.02 -0.01 ... -0.00
1.7 -1.10 -1.10 -0.31 -0.08 -0.02 -0.01 ... -0.00
1.8 -1.18 -1.15 -0.37 -0.10 -0.03 -0.01 ... -0.00
1.9 -1.28 -1.18 -0.44 -0.12 -0.04 -0.01 ... -0.00
2.0 -1.40 -1.21 -0.51 -0.15 -0.05 -0.02 ... -0.00

----- -- -_._--- --_. ----f--.. - _ .. - --'
2.1 -1.54 -1.22 -0.58 -0.18 -0.06 -0.02 ... -0.00

---- - - -+---: .. _- f-- -- ._-

2.2 -1.70 -1.21 -0.65 i -0.22 -0.07 -0.03 ... -0.00
-_._----- - f---. 1---..- -- --- _._--

2.3 -1.88 -1.20 -0.72 -0.26 -0.09 -0.03 ... -0.00
2.4 -2.07 -1.19 -0.91 -0.36 -0.24 -0.04 ... -0.00
2.5 -2.28 -1.45 -1.37 -0.75 -0.65 -0.38 ... -0.17
2.6 -2.51 -1.88 -1.83 -1.12 -1.05 -0.76 ... -0.49
2.7 -2.75 -2.30 -2.27 -1.49 -1.43 -1.12 ... -0.80
2.8 -3.00 -2.71 -2.69 -1.83 -1.80 -1.47 ... -1.09
2.9 -3.26 -3.10 -3.08 -2.17 -2.15 -1.81 ... -1.35
-_. ---- ~-------- ._---f--.-. .-

3.0 -3.54 -3.47 -3.46 -2.53 -2.49 -2.13 ... -1.60
. ---- ._-- ---------- - -------- _._ ... ----

3.1 -3.83 -3.81 -3.80 -2.90 -2.88 -2.44 ... -1.82._-
--~----- f-------- f-------.- - f--------.- - --

3.2 -4.13 -4.13 -4.12 -3.25 -3.24 -2.81 ... -2.02
3.3 -4.44 -4.42 -4.41 -3.58 -3.58 -3.15 ... -2.20
3.4 -4.76 -4.69 -4.68 -3.88 -3.88 -3.46 ... -2.35
3.5 -5.08 -4.93 -4.92 -4.17 -4.16 -3.74 " . -2.48
3.6 -5.42 -5.14 -5.13 -4.43 -4.41 -4.00 ... -2.59
3.7 -5.76 -5.34 -5.31 -4.67 -4.63 -4.23 ... -2.68
--- ---- --f----.. f------- -~

3.8 -6.12 -5.52 -5.47 -4.90 -4.84 -4.44 ... -2.76
._- --- ----- - ._-..- t-- ----
3.9 -6.48 -5.68 -5.61 -5.10 -5.03 -4.63 ... -2.81

.._- ----- .1---- ..- --
4.0 -6.84 -5.83 -5.74 -5.29 -5.19 -4.80 ... -2.86

Table 8: Loss in dB relative to the matched filter bound for magnetic recording channels
with density S.
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.1 -2.97 -2.97 -2.97 -2.97 -2.97 ., . -0.00

.2 -2.84 -2.84 -2.84 -2.84 -2.84 ... -0.00 I

.3 -2.64 -2.64 -2.64 -2.64 -2.64 ... -0.00
--f--. --

.4 -2.36 -2.36 -2.36 -2.36 -2.36 ... -0.00
-1-----

.5 -2.04 -2.04 -2.04 -2.04 -2.04 ... -0.00

.6 -1.67 -1.67 -1.67 -1.67 -1.67 ... -0.00

.7 -1.28 -1.28 -1.28 -1.27 -1.27 ... -0.00

.8 -0.86 -0.86 -0.86 -0.86 -0.86 ... -0.00

.9 -0.44 -0.43 -0.43 -0.43 -0.43 ... -0.00
1.0 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
1.1 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00

._-"---- _ .. - I--- -----
1.2 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00

--- ------------ -
1.3 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
--.~ -- -- 1----_.._-----_ .. ._. ------
1.4 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
1.5 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
1.6 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
1.7 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
1.8 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
1.9 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
2.0 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
----- --- - -- - - f-- .---------

-O.~~2.1 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ...
-- 1----

2.2 -0.01 -0.00 ' -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ... -0.00
-- 1----- -. t---- 1----

-o.oöl2.3 -0.01 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 ...
2.4 -0.02 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 ~0.00 ... -0.00 I

2.5 -0.25 -0.20 -0.18 -0.18 -0.17 ... -0.17
2.6 -0.60 -0.54 . -0.51 -0.50 -0.50 ... -0.49 I
2.7 -0.93 -0.86 -0.83 -0.81 -0.81 ... -0.80 I

2.8 -1.25 -1.16 -1.12 -1.10 -1.09 ... -1.09
2.9 -1.56 -1.44 -1.39 I -1.37 -1.36 " . -1.35
~- ---I-

3.0 -1.93 -1.71 -1.65 -1.62 -1.61 ... -1.60
--- ------ --
3.1 -2.36 -2.09 -1.97 -1.85 -1.83 ... -1.82
3.2 -2.75 -2.50 -2.40 -2.22 -2.10 ... -2.02 I

3.3 -3.11 -2.87 -2.80 -2.62 -2.53 ... -2.20
3.4 -3.44 -3.21 -3.15 -3.00 -2.92 ... -2.35 i
3.5 -3.73 -3.52 -3.47 -3.33 -3.27 ... -2.48 I
3.6 -3.99 -3.79 -3.76 -3.63 -3.58 ... -2.59 I
3.7 -4.23 -4.03 -4.01 -3.89 -3.86 ... -2.68 :
3.8 -4.44 -4.25 -4.24 I -4.12 -4.10 ... -2.76 I
---- - -----

3-:-43 ~4.33
1----

3.9 -4.62 -4.44 -4.31 ... -2·811
----- ---

-2.86 !4.0 -4.78 -4.60 -4.60 1 -4.50 -4.49 ...

Table 9: Loss in dB relative to the matched filter bound ror magnetic recording channels
with density S.
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S Ta Tl T2 Ts T4 Ts T6 T7 Tg Tg TIO ... Tmin
.1 0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ... 0
.2 0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ... 0
.3 0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ... 0
,4 0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ... 0
.S 0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ... 0

-- --- g'- _.

.6 0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 10 ... 0

.7 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ... 0
-- --- .-

.8 0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ... 0

.g 0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ... 0
1.0 0 0 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 0 0 ... 0
1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0_.
1,4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0

._- - -----
I.S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0

.- _.
1.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
1.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
1.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
I.g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
2.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0

-----
2.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
2.4 0 0 2a 2a 2a 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
2.S 0 la 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a "2a 2a 2a ... 2a

2.6 0 la 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a ... 2a

2.7 0 la 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a ... 2a

2.8 0 la 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a ... 2a

2.9 0 la 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a ... 2a

3.0 0 la 2a 3a 4a 2a 6a 2a 2a 2a 2a ... 2a

3.1 0 la 2a 3a 4a Sa 6a 7a 8a 2a 2a ... 2a
_._-- ---

3.2 0 la 2a 3a 4a Sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a
------ f-----

3.3 0 la 2a 3a 4a Sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a

3,4 0 la 2a 3a 4a sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a

3.S 0 la 2a 3a 4a sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a

3.6 0 la 2a 3a 4a sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a

3.7 0 la 2a 3a 4a sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a

3.8 0 la 2a 3a 4a sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a

3.9 0 la 2a 3a 4a sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a

4.0 0 la 2a 3a 4a sa 6a 7a 8a ga lOa ... 2a

Table 10: Tail-length TD of worst error-event for magnetic recording channels with
density S. H TD is an integer the error event is the '2' sequence with length TD + I;
when a superscript 'a' is used every even symbol in the sequence has to be alternated.
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H Impulse Responses of Digital Magnetic Recording Chan
nels

For a class of digital magnetic recording systems with longitudinal magnetization and
a differentiating recording head the following model naturally arises [5]:

2 • 2 sinh 211"8(~ - lIl)IH(f)l = 4slO 11"1 -------.- ------,
slOh 11"8 III s ~. (249)

Here 8 is a normalized measure for the information density on the magnetic medium.
By this equation only the amplitude characteristic of the channel is fixed. For the
impulse responses shown in this appendix (8 = 0.1 - 4.0) and used in section 4.8, two
constraints are imposed on the corresponding impulse response hk:

1. The impulse responses will be rninimum-phase, which means that

• they are causal j

• their energy is optimally concentrated near the time-origin.

2. Power constraint:

• The impulse responses are normalized in power: l:r=o h~ = 1;

On the next pages the graphs without axes are shown, just to get an idea of the
amplitude behaviour when the density 8 varies. Below it is indicated how the graphs
have to be interpreted.
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Figure 58: Impulse responses for magnetic recording channels with density .1 - l.O.
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S = 1.1 S = 1.2

S = 1.3 S = 1.4

S = 1.5 S = 1.6

S = 1.7

S = 1.9
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Figure 59: Impulse responses for magnetic recording channels with density 1.1 - 2.0.
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Figure 60: Impulse responses for magnetic recording channels with density 2.1 - 3.0.
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S = 3.2

S = 3.4

S = 3.6

S = 3.8

IJ
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Figure 61: Impulse responses ror magnetic recording channels with density 3.1 - 4.0.
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